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77 THE RESPONSE OF THE RUSSIANS AND RUSSIAN-
SPEAKINGG UKRAINIANS 

Chapterr Five presented data on the language of instruction in schools and vuzy revealing 
howw the population at large welcomed the nation-building project in the different regions. 
However,, as these data were not broken down by nationality or language group (I know 
off  no official data that are), I had to conduct a survey to gather data on the specific 
responsee of the Russians and Russian-speaking Ukrainians. This chapter presents the 
resultss of that survey. The first section goes into the methodological details of the survey 
andd discusses the conceptual framework and the operationalization of concepts. The 
secondd section presents the results of the survey. It seeks to determine the pattern of the 
linguisticc responses of the Russians and Russophone Ukrainians. The following section 
evaluatess possible explanations for this pattern of responses. The fourth section explores 
too what extent a cultural mobilization has taken place among Russians and Russophone 
Ukrainians.. It assesses the number, the activities, and the impact of cultural societies. The 
fifthh section examines the correlation between the linguistic responses of the Russians 
andd their political responses, and assesses the validity of Kolstoe's two-dimensional 
model.. The concluding section summarizes the chapter's main findings. 

7.11 Method of Research and Conceptual Framework 

Inn order to measure the response of the Russians and Russophone Ukrainians, I carried 
outt a survey among school pupils in the four selected cities of this research project over a 
periodd of 14 months from September 1996 to November 1997 (see Appendix No. 1). In 
eachh city, four Ukrainian, four Russian and four mixed schools were selected. In each 
chosenn school, the pupils of two classes that had started in 1990-91 (before 
independence)) and two classes that had started in 1994-95 (after independence) were 
surveyed.. This approach made it possible to explore some of the dynamics of parental 
choicee for a particular language of instruction. In the mixed schools, the two 1990-91 
classess were taught in Russian and the two 1994-95 classes in Ukrainian. In the 
Ukrainiann schools all four selected classes were instructed in Ukrainian, and in the 
Russiann schools all four selected classes were instructed in Russian. Two schools were 
selectedd in the city center and two in neighborhoods outside the center for each type of 
schooll  (Ukrainian, Russian, mixed). It was presumed that the four Ukrainian, four 
Russiann and four mixed schools in one city would be representative of all the Ukrainian, 
Russiann and mixed schools in that city. The total N of this survey was 4,400 pupils, or 
approximatelyy 1,100 in each city. The nationality of the parents, their linguistic behavior 
andd the linguistic conduct of the respondents themselves was determined by reportage -
i.e.. in the questionnaire the author asked pupils to state the nationality of their parents and 
too answer questions about their own linguistic behavior and that of their parents. It was 

1233 These schools are thus in the process of becoming Ukrainian schools. 
1244 Although the pupils' birth certificates, which are kept in the school files, list the passport nationality of 

thee parents, the Ministry of Education has never ordered local bodies and schools to aggregate these data. 
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assumedd that legitimate conclusions could be made about parental choices based on a 
samplee of schoolchildren since parents are normally the ones who decide on matters such 
ass school choice and the language children are raised in. 

Thee choice of pupils as the respondents of this survey has a number of advantages. 
First,, it allows one to amass a large number of respondents easily and at relatively littl e 
costt and effort. Second, the organized setting of a class and the social pressure entailed 
makee it virtually impossible for pupils to refuse to cooperate. As a result, non-response is 
neglligible.. Indeed, only one single pupil out of a total of 4,400 declined to fil l out the 
questionnairee in our survey. Finally, being naive by nature, schoolchildren are likely to 
givee more honest answers than adults (especially young pupils, who are the respondents 
inn this survey). To put it differently, the bias produced by social desirability can be 
expectedd to be smaller if the respondents are pupils than if they are adults. The issue of 
sociall  desirability is important in the context of this study since our data on reported 
languagee use could in principle be affected by it. For instance, a difference in language 
statuss could lead to a situation in which the number of people claiming to speak a 
particularr language is much higher than the number of people using it in reality. We 
believee that the choice of (young) schoolchildren as respondents minimizes the impact of 
sociall  desirability. However, even if pupils exaggerate the use of a particular language in 
thee questionnaire, the claim to be speaking this language is socially significant as it 
suggestss an aspiration to become fluent in that language. 

Itt further has to be noted that we consciously chose not to apply statistical 
significancee tests to the data presented in the ensuing tables (Tables 7.2 to 7.18). The first 
reasonn is that we drew a clustered sample from the pool of pupils instead of a randomized 
samplee (i.e. only pupils in particular classes and schools were selected, not individual 
pupilss from many different classes and schools). This complicates the application of 
significancee tests, especially in cases where the analyses of interest are based on only a 
partt of the sample. In these cases the number of clusters of repondents (classes, schools) 
mayy become so small that it would be inappropriate and irresponsible to utilize 
significancee tests. Second, as the cross-tabulations in the following tables include 
variabless of a nominal nature, we can only employ significance tests suitable for nominal 
variables,, such as the X2 test. The significance scores these tests produce merely tell us 
somethingg about the association between two variables in general. In other words, they do 
nott allow us to assess whether one specific difference between two groups on the 
dependentt variable is statistically significant or not. 

Ass Chapter Two already mentioned, this research identifies a number of linguistic 
responsess which range from assimilation at one end of the scale to language retention at 
thee other. Russian-speaking parents are considered to opt for assimilation if they send 
theirr children to Ukrainian schools and speak Ukrainian to them at home. However, even 
iff  these parents do so, the desired language shift among their offspring may not occur as 

Inn Latvia, on the other hand, the authorities have gathered data on the nationality of pupils (see Karklins, 
1998). . 
Ass this survey relied on the nationality of parents as reported by pupils, there may be a small bias in the 
samplee data caused by pupils not knowing their parents*  nationality. However, only 6.8% of the pupils 
indicatedd that they did not know their parents' nationality. 
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childrenn do have some autonomy. It is, for instance, essentially up to them what language 
theyy speak to their friends in a place like school, where parents cannot exert control. 
Therefore,, the use of Ukrainian by the respondent him- or herself in different settings and 
hiss or her consumption of Ukrainian-language media is an indicator of assimilation as 
well.. Language retention is seen as the opposite of assimilation. It refers to children from 
Russiann and Russophone Ukrainian families who study in Russian schools, who are 
raisedd in Russian and who speak Russian to their peer group, watch Russian TV and read 
Russiann books. The responses between these two poles are classified under the label 
languagelanguage integration—i.e. children from Russian and Russophone Ukrainian families in 
Ukrainiann schools who (1) are raised in Russian and use Russian themselves, (2) are 
raisedd in Russian and use Ukrainian themselves, or (3) are raised in Ukrainian and use 
Russiann themselves. Theoretically, there also exists the category of Russophones raising 
theirr children in Ukrainian but enrolling them in a Russian school. However, the survey 
dataa found just one instance of this category. Therefore, this possibility is not considered. 

Inn principle, the choice for either a Ukrainian or a Russian school is a suitable 
indicatorr for the linguistic response of the Russophones since Article 25 of the 1989 
Languagee Law grants parents, as we have seen, the right to choose the language of 
instructionn of their children. Because the state finances not only titular-language schools 
butt also almost all of the Russian schools and the other minority-language schools parents 
have,, in theory, a free choice regarding schools, with equal conditions applying for all 
schools.. However, the language of instruction indicator is not without its problems. As 
thee previous chapter showed, radical local policies in the towns of L'viv and Kyiv have, 
sincee independence, severely curtailed the parental right to choose the language of 
instruction.. As a result, parents in these cities have had difficulties in finding a Russian 
schooll  for their children. Conversely, Soviet inertia has made Ukrainian-language 
educationn a rare phenomenon in Donets'k. Naturally, circumstances like these could very 
welll  force parents to make certain choices. They could, in other words, predetermine the 
responsee of the Russians and Russophone Ukrainians. To see what choice parents are left 
withh in detail, it is necessary to once again turn to local policy and analyze its effects. 

Ass we saw in the previous chapter, the number of Russian schools in L'viv 
declinedd from 24 in 1989-90 to five in 1997-98 out of a total of 102 schools. In the same 
periodd the number of mixed and bilingual schools increased from seven to seventeen, 
whichh indicates that many of the former Russian schools are now in a the transitional 
stagee of becoming fully Ukrainian (except for the five bilingual schools). Kyiv presents a 
similarr picture. There, the fall in the number of Russian schools was more dramatic: from 
1511 out of a total of 299 schools in 1989-90, to a mere 16 out of a total of 376 schools in 
1997-98.. Thus, the opportunity for parents to send their offspring to Russian schools has 
becomee increasingly limited in both cities. Still, it would be wrong to state that Russians 
inn L'viv and Kyi'v are left with almost no choice. First, there is at least one Russian school 
inn each of the city districts of L'viv (five) and Kyiv (fourteen), which gives parents the 
opportunityy to send their child to a Russian school relatively close to where they live. 
Second,, some school directors conceded that they actually had problems fillin g Russian 
first-gradee classes as parents had, reportedly, simply lost interest in Russian-language 
educationn (Director of Russian school no. 244 in Kyiv; Director of bilingual school no. 84 
inn L'viv, 1996 and 1997, interviews). This, of course, would substantiate the claims of the 
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Kyïvv and L'viv authorities that the network of Ukrainian and Russian-language schools is 
aa true reflection of parental demand. Third, parents had ample opportunity to switch the 
languagee of instruction of their child (i.e. to switch between Ukrainian and Russian 
classes).1255 Fourth, and most importantly, analysis of the survey shows that the Russians 
inn L'viv behave very differently from those in Kyïv regarding school choice, despite 
havingg to cope with similar constraints. 

Whereass Russian-language instruction has become less readily available in Kyïv 
andd L'viv in recent years, Donets'k and Odesa had hardly any Ukrainian-language 
educationn in the early 1990s. The situation was particularly clear-cut in Donets'k, with 
onlyy five schools having one or more Ukrainian classes out of a total of more than 150 
schoolss in 1991-92. In this regard, Odesa compared favorably as it already had 20 schools 
withh Ukrainian classes in the same year (16 bilingual, 2 mixed and 2 genuine Ukrainian 
schools)) located all over town, out of a total of 117 schools. Thus, in Donets'k, parents 
indeedd had almost no other choice but to send their children to Russian-language schools. 
Yet,, in the years that followed the situation changed rapidly: in 1992-93 Donets'k already 
hadd 23 schools with one or more Ukrainian classes and by 1997-98 this number had 
grownn to 61 schools with 270 Ukrainian classes out of a total of 163 schools (Analiz 
razvitiarazvitia ... Donets'ka, unpublished document; Vidomosti, Donets'k, 1997-98). Moreover, 
ass a consequence of central policy requiring Russian schools to open Ukrainian classes 
uponn receiving 8-10 requests, many of these classes were very small in size (see Set' 
ukrainskikhukrainskikh ...uch. g, unpublished document) and parents did not run the risk of them 
beingg overcrowded or full. In addition, parents had the possibility to transfer their 
childrenn from Russian to newly created Ukrainian classes. For instance, when the 1990-
911 cohort of pupils began its school career, only one school offered Ukrainian classes, but 
inn 1997-98 there were nine schools with one or more Ukrainian classes for this batch of 
pupils.. This means that many Ukrainian classes must have been created out of former 
Russiann classes. Thus, in the course of the 1990s the prospect of Ukrainian-language 
instructionn not only widened for parents with children beginning their school career but 
alsoo increased for parents whose children were already in the school system. In Odesa, 
ukrainianizationn took a more pronounced character: by 1997-98 89 out of the 133 schools 
hadd one or more Ukrainian classes (38 bilingual, 37 mixed and 14 Ukrainian schools) 
(Dynamika(Dynamika rozvytku ...Odesy, unpublished document). Since the arrival of Kozyts'kyi, 
parentss in Odesa have had no difficulty finding Ukrainian-language education for their 
sonss and daughters. To summarize, the conditions in the four cities seem to provide 
parentss with a sufficient measure of choice for language of instruction to be a valid 
indicatorr for the linguistic response of the Russian speakers. 

Att first sight, the second indicator—raising children in Russian or Ukrainian—is 
problematicc as well. One could argue that it is premature to ask whether Russophones 
(especiallyy the Russians among them) are raising their children in the titular language as 
theyy probably have not yet developed a good command of Ukrainian themselves. (As 
notedd above, Russians living in the Union Republics did not feel the need to learn the 
titularr languages in the Soviet days.) However, Ukraine appears to be a special case in 

Inn my survey 8.1% of the Russian-instructed respondents in L'viv and Kyïv stated that they began their 
schooll  career in a Ukrainian class. 
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thatt Ukrainian and Russian are closely related languages, as was mentioned in Chapter 
One.. With a littl e effort, Ukrainian speakers and Russophones can understand each 
other'ss language even if they have never heard the other language before. Because of this, 
Russiann speakers should be able to learn Ukrainian relatively quickly. In addition, this 
linguisticc closeness probably explains why a substantial number of Ukraine's Russians 
claimedd fluency in Ukrainian (34.0%) in the 1989 Soviet census, compared to Russians in 
thee other republics (only in Lithuania did Russians claim a higher percentage of titular 
fluency:: 37.5%) (Kolstoe, 1996). In two of the cases in this study a majority of the local 
Russianss even considered themselves to be fluent in Ukrainian (in L'viv - 77%; in Kyïv -
51%)) (Bremmer. 1994). Thus, it seems that for many Russians a poor command of 
Ukrainiann cannot be used as an excuse for raising their children in Russian. While 
Russianss should not have many difficulties in learning and speaking Ukrainian as a 
secondd language, Russophone Ukrainians should not have them at all. Many of them were 
raisedd in Ukrainian in their early childhood, which means that they have most likely 
retainedd a rudimentary knowledge of the language, and one that can quickly be 
revitalized.. Even those Russophone Ukrainians who never heard a word of Ukrainian 
spokenn at home are liekly to have some Ukrainian-speaking grandparents or other 
relativess in the countryside.126 

Inn addition to linguistic similarity, Russophones are, of course, encouraged to 
speakk Ukrainian to their children by the particular language policies of the national 
authorities,, which the previous chapter discussed in detail and which thus need not be 
repeated. . 

Thee third indicator—the language use of the respondent and his or her 
consumptionn of Russian or Ukrainian-language mediae—may be as important as the 
languagee parents raise their children in. Not only do children have some autonomy vis-a-
visvis their parents, they are also much more susceptible to language policies than adults, 
becausee of both the age difference and the difference in surroundings. Russophone 
childrenn studying in a Ukrainian school, i.e. in a place where they read Ukrainian 
materialss and constantly hear the teacher speaking Ukrainian, wil l certainly adopt 
Ukrainiann much faster as their first language than their Russophone fathers and mothers 
whoo may only have to prepare documents in Ukrainian at their workplace. A part of the 
analysiss will therefore focus on the effect the language of instruction has on the language 
usee of the respondent. 

1266 As Arel (1994) pointed out, the urbanization of large numbers of Ukrainians, which was the great 
acceleratorr of linguistic russification, only began in the 1930s. Given the novelty of this experience, many 
urbann Russian-speaking Ukrainians must have preserved ties with Ukrainian-speaking relatives in the 
countryside. . 
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indicatee that while Russian families in Donets'k, Odesa and Kyïv have become more 
preparedd to enroll their children in Ukrainian schools, Russian couples in L'viv have not 
changedd their attitude or have even become more dismissive of Ukrainian-language 
education. . 

Tablee 7.2 Schoolchildren by Parent Nationality and Language of Instruction in 1996-
19977 (in percentage) 

Nationalityy of parents 

L'viv L'viv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Kyïv Kyïv 

Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Odesa Odesa 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

1990-91 1 

Ukrainian n 

97.4 4 
64.1 1 
35.4 4 

74.9 9 
46.8 8 
31.6 6 

9.6 6 
8.6 6 
4.3 3 

1.8 8 
1.5 5 
1.0 0 

cohort t 

Russian n 

2.6 6 
35.9 9 
64.6 6 

25.1 1 
53.2 2 
68.4 4 

90.4 4 
91.4 4 
95.7 7 

98.2 2 
98.5 5 
99.0 0 

1994-95 5 

Ukrainian n 

97.5 5 
80.3 3 
15.0 0 

94.9 9 
84.5 5 
78.1 1 

19.8 8 
13.7 7 
11.5 5 

7.2 2 
3.5 5 
1.7 7 

cohort t 

Russian n 

2.5 5 
19.7 7 

85.0 0 

5.1 1 
15.5 5 
21.9 9 

80.2 2 
86.3 3 
88.5 5 

92.8 8 
96.5 5 
98.3 3 

Source:: Survey data 
NB:: The data in this table are the result of a weighting procedure using statistics from Table 7.1. Please refer to Appendix 
no.. 2 for an extended version of this table and a detailed explanation of the weighting procedure. 

Inn all four cities and in both cohorts the proportion of mixed-family children attending 
Ukrainiann classes is higher than the proportion of Russian-family children attending 
Ukrainiann classes. In the 1990-91 cohort, the responses of mixed couples were also much 
moree varied than those of the Russian families: in L'viv a majority of mixed couples 
(64.1%)) send their children to Ukrainian classes as opposed to only 35.4% of Russian 
couples,, while in Donets'k both parent groups show almost the same response (1.5% and 
1.0%,, respectively). Another difference with Russian parents is that not in three, but in all 
fourr cities, mixed couples send their children in relatively higher numbers to Ukrainian 
classess in the youngest cohort. This suggests that mixed couples have become more 
enthusiasticc for Ukrainian-language education throughout Ukraine. The question remains: 
whyy do mixed couples behave so differently from Russian parents in L'viv while they 
respondd in almost the same way and show the same trends in the other cities? 
Incidentally,, it must be noted that the group of mixed couples is over four times as large 
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ass the group of Russian parents in L'viv, according to my survey data (see extended table 
inn Appendix no. 2). The implication is that, for the group of L'vivan Russians as a whole, 
theree are many Russians who send their children to Ukrainian-language classes (probably 
moree than 50%). Bremmer found more or less the same result in his 1992 survey in which 
hee asked adults to state whether they agreed with the statement "I would prefer that my 
childrenn study in Ukrainian schools." Of the Russians in L'viv 54% said they (fully) 
agreedd (Bremmer, 1994, p. 277). Interestingly, the Kyivan Russians expressed a higher 
ratee of agreement in his survey (65%). This result is also in accordance with our finding 
thatt the Kyi'van Russians send their children in much higher numbers to Ukrainian 
schoolss than the L'vivan Russians in the 1994-95 cohort. 

Nott only do the responses of Russian parents and mixed couples diverge strongly 
inn the different contexts, also those of Ukrainian parents (i.e. both parents are Ukrainian) 
differr markedly between the four cities. Thus, while L'viv and Kyïv show overwhelming 
majoritiess of Ukrainian parents enrolling their children in Ukrainian classes in both 
cohorts,, Odesa and Donets'k have only small minorities of Ukrainian parents doing so. 
Forr Ukrainian nationalists it must come as an unpleasant surprise to find that so few 
Ukrainiann parents in these two important industrial cities are having their children 
educatedd in their "natural" language. Nonetheless, a comparison of the two cohorts shows 
thatt the proportion of Ukrainian parents with children in Ukrainian classes did increase 
(inn Odesa from 9.6% to 19.8% and in Donets'k from 1.8% to 7.2%). 

Briefly,, in three of the four cities the different groups of parents (both Ukrainian, 
mixed,, and both Russian) all more of less show the same behaviour. In Donets'k and 
Odesaa overwhelming majorities of all groups of parents send their children to Russian-
languagee classes in both cohorts, and in Kyïv, despite substantial inter-group differences 
inn the oldest cohort, the parent groups of the youngest batch all enroll their children in 
Ukrainian-languagee classes in majority numbers. Thus, the only really deviant case is the 
groupp of both parents Russian in L'viv, which sharply contrasts with the other groups in 
thiss city. 

RussophoneRussophone Ukrainians 

Forr the sake of convenience, this research project defines Russophone Ukrainian couples 
ass parents who are Ukrainian by nationality and who speak only Russian to each other. 
Thiss is of course not to say that that there are no Russophone Ukrainians in mixed 
couples.. In fact, data from the survey indicate that large majorities of mixed couples in 
Kyïv,, Donets'k and Odesa speak only Russian to each other, regardless of whether they 
havee children in Ukrainian or Russian classes. L'viv is the only city which has a 
substantiall  group of mixed couples speaking only Ukrainian to each other. There, a 
strikingg contrast in the language use of parents can be found between mixed couples with 
childrenn in Ukrainian classes (32% speaking only Ukrainian; 46.7% speaking both 
languages;; 21.3% speaking only Russian) and those with children in Russian classes 
(0.9%% speaking only Ukrainian; 19.2% speaking both languages; 79.8% speaking only 
Russian).. For the mixed couples in L'viv , therefore, the language spoken by parents at 
homee seems be a strong determinant of school choice. 
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Russophonee Ukrainian parents send their children in (slightly) higher numbers to 
Ukrainiann classes than Russian parents across the board and in both cohorts (compare 
Tablee 7.3 to Table 7.2). The exception to this pattern are the Russophone Ukrainians in 
L'vivv with children in the 1990-91 cohort. However, given the small number of cases in 
thee sample data for this group (which was the case for the Russian parents as well), one 
cannott state with certainty whether the Russophone Ukrainians sent their children in 
smallerr numbers to Ukrainian classes than Russian parents in the 1990-91 cohort in 
L'viv . . 

Tablee 7.3 Schoolchildren by the Language that Parents Speak to Each Other (Only 
Parentss of Ukrainian Nationality) and Language of Instruction in 1996-1997 
(inn percentage) 

Languagee parents speak to 
eachh other 
L'viv L'viv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Kyïv Kyïv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Odesa Odesa 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Donetsk Donetsk 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

1990-911 cohort 
Ukrainian n 

99.8 8 
84.2 2 
28.2 2 

85.1 1 
76.7 7 
64.9 9 

--
10.9 9 
8.8 8 

--
2.9 9 
1.5 5 

Russian n 

0.2 2 
15.8 8 
71.8 8 

14.9 9 
23.3 3 
35.1 1 

--
89.1 1 
91.2 2 

--
97.1 1 
98.5 5 

1994-955 cohort 
Ukrainian n 

99.8 8 
95.0 0 
73.5 5 

98.3 3 
90.5 5 
85.1 1 

--
31.7 7 
17.5 5 

--
11.0 0 
5.9 9 

Russian n 

0.2 2 
5.0 0 

26.5 5 

1.7 7 
9.5 5 

14.9 9 

--
68.3 3 
82.5 5 

--
89.0 0 
94.1 1 

NB:: To arrive at the data in this table the same weighting procedure was followed as that in Table 7.2 

Inn the youngest cohort, Kyïv records the highest percentage of Russophone Ukrainian 
parentss enrolling their children in Ukrainian classes (73.5%), and Donets'k the lowest 
(5.9%),, as was the case with Russian parents. However, whereas only a minority of 
Russiann parents put their offspring in Ukrainian classes in L'viv, a majority of 
Russophonee Ukrainians parents do so in this batch of pupils (73.5%). Consequently, quite 
unlikee the unchanged dismissive attitude of the Russians parents, the Russophone 
Ukrainianss parents seem to have largely come to accept Ukrainian-language education in 
thiss city, when the two cohorts are compared. As this pattern—i.e. relatively more 
Russophonee Ukrainian parents sending their children to Ukrainian classes in the 1994-95 
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cohortt than in the 1990-91 cohort—was also found in the other three cities, it seems that 
thee same conclusion applies as for mixed couples: Russophone Ukrainian parents have 
becomee more enthusiastic for Ukrainian-language education throughout Ukraine. Like 
mixedd couples, Russophone Ukrainian parents show only slight increases in Donets'k and 
Odesa,, up from almost negligible levels of Ukrainian-instructed children in the 1990-91 
cohort,, and substantial increases in Kyïv and L'viv, where there was a much greater offer 
off  Ukrainian-language schools from the start. To sum up, the pattern of responses of 
Russophonee Ukrainian parents closely resembles that of mixed couples, in further 
contrastt to that of Russian parents. 

Anotherr clear finding is the absence of Ukrainian-speaking Ukrainians sending 
theirr children to Russian-language schools in L'viv (0.2% in both cohorts). This provides 
furtherr support for the contention that the language spoken by parents indeed affects the 
choicee of language of instruction. Kyïv presents a similar picture, although a small group 
off  Ukrainian-speaking Ukrainians still have children in Russian classes there (14.9% in 
thee oldest batch and just 1.7% in the youngest batch). In Donets'k and Odesa the group of 
Ukrainian-speakingg Ukrainians is virtually non-existent in both batches (the hyphens in 
thee table and in the tables that follow indicate that there are fewer than 10 respondents on 
averagee in the cells of the relevant row). This last result, in fact, strongly supports Arel 
andd Khmelko's claim that the census data on mother tongue underestimate the actual use 
off  Russian (see Chapter Two). 

7.2.22 The language parents speak to their children 

Thee reader wil l notice that the data presented in Tables 7.4 to 7.14 (with the exception of 
Tablee 7.6) are all broken down by language of instruction. This was done to avoid having 
too weigh the data. It was assumed that the respondents instructed in one particular 
languagee would be representative of all the pupils instructed in that language in any of the 
fourr cities of this research project. On several occasions in the following sections I wil l 
speakk of a 'language of instruction effect.' At first sight this is misleading since this 
surveyy data do not allow me to assess whether differences in some indicator between 
Ukrainian-- and Russian-instructed respondents are caused by the language of instruction 
off  these respondents. After all, these differences may have already existed before the 
respondentss started their school careers. Nonetheless, there are strong arguments to 
assumee that the language of instruction must have left its mark on, for instance, the 
languagee the respondent speaks in the breaks or the language the respondent reads books 
in,, especially if one compares these indicators to others. Therefore, I assume the language 
off  instruction to have a (carefully circumscribed) impact. 

Russians Russians 

Inn none of the cities do Russian parents speak much Ukrainian to their children: 
overwhelmingg majorities (77.5% and more) speak solely Russian and the remainder 
speakk both languages, which leaves almost none speaking only Ukrainian to their children 
(seee Table 7.4). The data, thus, suggest that Russian parents have not yet begun to raise 
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theirr sons and daughters in Ukrainian. Surprisingly, differences between the language of 
instructionn groups are only small as regards the language in which children are raised. 
Onlyy in Kyi'v and Donets'k do Russian parents who have enrolled their children in 
Ukrainiann classes speak slightly more Ukrainian to their offspring than Russian parents 
whoo have enrolled their children in Russian classes. It must be noted, however, that given 
thee very small number of Russian parents who have children in Ukrainian classes (see 
Tablee 7.2), Donets'k only has a handful of Russian parents making an effort to raise their 
childrenn in Ukrainian. 

Tablee 7.4 Respondents by Nationality of Parents and the Language Parents Speak to 
Respondentt in 1996-1997 (in percentage) 

Nationalityy of parents 
L'viv L'viv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Ky'fv Ky'fv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Odesa Odesa 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Languagee used by parents to respondent 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

90.3 3 
35.5 5 

--

35.9 9 
6.1 1 
2.1 1 

2.8 8 
1.2 2 
1.2 2 

5.3 3 
1.3 3 

0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

7.2 2 
50.0 0 

--

33.2 2 
35.7 7 
17.0 0 

37.4 4 
18.3 3 
4.9 9 

44.7 7 
35.6 6 
22.5 5 

Russian n 

2.5 5 
14.5 5 

--

30.0 0 
58.2 2 
78.7 7 

59.9 9 
79.9 9 
93.9 9 

50.0 0 
63.1 1 
77.5 5 

Instructedd in Russian 
Ukrainian n 

6.8 8 
0.5 5 

0 0 

11.8 8 
2.1 1 

0 0 

0.9 9 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

22.3 3 
23.8 8 
8.6 6 

31.6 6 
23.7 7 
5.9 9 

23.0 0 
15.7 7 
3.8 8 

11.0 0 
7.1 1 
3.5 5 

Russian n 

70.9 9 
75.7 7 
91.4 4 

55.3 3 
72.2 2 
92.2 2 

76.1 1 
84.3 3 
96.2 2 

89.0 0 
92.9 9 
96.5 5 

Source:: survey data 
NB:: This table presents the bare sample data. Because of the small numbers of Ukrainian-instructed children from purely 
Russiann families in L'viv, data for this group have been omitted. 

Thee mixed couples behave in much the same way as the Russian parents. Although they 
speakk slightly more Ukrainian to their children, the number speaking only Ukrainian is 
negligible.. As with the Russian parents, mixed families who only speak Russian are in the 
majority.. The exception are the mixed couples in L'viv. There, mixed families having 
childrenn in Ukrainian classes contrast strongly with mixed couples having children in 
Russiann classes. In the latter group only 0.5% speak solely in Ukrainian to their children, 
23.8%% speak both languages and 75.7% speak exclusively in Russian. In the first group as 
manyy as 35.5% only speak in Ukrainian, 50.0% use both languages and just 14.5% only 
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Russian,, which means that this group gravitates towards Ukrainian. Moreover, since the 
groupp of mixed families with children in Ukrainian classes is twice as large as the group 
off  mixed families with children in Russian classes in the 1990-91 cohort and more than 
fourr times as large in the 1994-95 cohort (see Table 7.2), one could argue that for the 
groupp of mixed families as a whole there may already be as many parents raising their 
offspringg exclusively in Ukrainian as parents raising their children exclusively in Russian. 

Whyy do the mixed families in L'viv not only send their children to Ukrainian-
languagee education in large numbers but also raise them in Ukrainian to a more 
significantt extent than mixed couples in the other cities? Part of the answer may lie in the 
factt that, according to the data, approximately 60% of the Russians in mixed couples 
marriedd western Ukrainians in L'viv. These Ukrainians tend to have a much stronger 
nationall  consciousness than Ukrainians in other parts of the country.1 Thus, one could 
veryy well imagine that, while Ukrainians in mixed couples in the rest of the country may 
easilyy "give in" to their Russian partner's wish to raise their child in Russian, the 
Ukrainianss in L'viv may prove to be much more of a match for their Russian partners, 
insistingg on raising their children in Ukrainian. 

Althoughh not as stark as in L'viv, there is a certain language of instruction effect 
inn Kyïv and Donets'k as well: mixed families having children in Ukrainian schools tend 
too raise their children in Ukrainian more than mixed couples with children in Russian 
schools.. In Odesa, the language of instruction hardly matters. 

AA final point worth noting is that even among the titulars (i.e. both parents are 
Ukrainian)) raising children solely in Russian appears quite popular, especially in Odesa 
andd Donets'k where clear majorities do so. In Kyïv, the groups speaking only Ukrainian, 
onlyy Russian and both languages to their sons and daughters seem to balance each other 
out.. This leaves L'viv as the only city where an overwhelming majority of Ukrainian 
parentss speak solely Ukrainian to their children. Yet, even here a large majority of the few 
Ukrainianss who enrolled their children in Russian classes raise them only in Russian. 

RussophoneRussophone Ukrainians 

Ass was the case with Russian parents, Russophone Ukrainian parents do not speak much 
Ukrainiann to their children in any of the cities (see Table 7.5). Overwhelming majorities 
speakk solely Russian, a few speak both languages and almost none are exclusively 
Ukrainiann speakers. Surprisingly, it is in russophone Donets'k that the language of 
instructionn appears to have the strongest effect: 29.5% of the Russian-speaking 
Ukrainianss with children in Ukrainian classes speak both languages to their children, as 
opposedd to only 1.9% of those with children in Russian classes.130 In Kyïv, the same 
figuress are 19.6% and 9.0% respectively, which indicates that the differences between the 
languagess of instruction are smaller there (although 8.1% of the Russophone Ukrainians 

1288 In the survey I asked the pupils to state their parents' place of birth. 
1299 According to my survey data, a majority of the Ukrainians who sent their children to Russian classes 

weree not born in western Ukraine. 
1300 Unfortunately, the average number of respondents in the cells representing the Russophone parents in 
L'vivv with children in Ukrainian classes was too small to make statements about this group. 
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withh children in Ukrainian classes raise their children exclusively in Ukrainian in Kyi'v, as 
opposedd to only 2.3% in Donets'k). An explanation for the larger difference in Donets'k 
mayy be that Ukrainian-language education is still a rare phenomenon in this city, possibly 
attractingg children only from the small group of nationally conscious Ukrainians. In 
contrast,, Ukrainian-language education in Kyi'v has become mass-based, recruiting 
childrenn not only from nationally conscious, but also from nationally indifferent 
Ukrainiann families (and from many Russian families, for that matter). The next section on 
thee language use of the respondents themselves will further show remarkably high scores 
off  Ukrainian-instructed pupils in Donets'k claiming to speak Ukrainian in the breaks, 
watchh Ukrainian TV and read Ukrainian books, as compared to the Ukrainian-instructed 
pupilss in Odesa and Kyi'v. This confirms the impression that the few Ukrainian schools in 
Donets'kk may well draw pupils from a special group of parents. 

Tablee 7.5 Respondents by the Language Parents Speak to Each Other (Only Parents 
off Ukrainian Nationality) and the Language Parents Speak to Respondent in 
1996-19977 (in percentage) 

Languagee parents 
speakk to each other 
L'viv L'viv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Kyiv Kyiv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Odesa Odesa 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Languagee used by parents to respondent 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

99.0 0 
27.8 8 

--

91.9 9 
8.2 2 
8.1 1 

--
1.2 2 
0.5 5 

--
4.3 3 
2.3 3 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

1.0 0 
69.4 4 

--

8.1 1 
85.6 6 
19.6 6 

--
92.9 9 
12.5 5 

--
89.1 1 
29.5 5 

Russian n 

0 0 
2.8 8 

--

0 0 
6.2 2 

71.6 6 

--
6.0 0 

87.0 0 

--
6.5 5 

68.2 2 

Instructedd in Russian 
Ukrainian n 

--
--
0 0 

71.4 4 
4.6 6 

0 0 

--
0 0 
0 0 

--
0 0 
0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

--
--

8.3 3 

17.1 1 
87.7 7 
9.0 0 

--
82.4 4 

1.9 9 

--
60.0 0 

1.9 9 

Russian n 

--
--

91.7 7 

11.4 4 
7.7 7 

89.6 6 

--
17.6 6 
98.1 1 

--
40.0 0 
98.1 1 

Anotherr important finding is that mixed couples speak relatively more Ukrainian to their 
childrenn than Russophone Ukrainian parents in all four cities and in both language of 
instructionn groups (compare Tables 7.4 and 7.5). The difference is due to the (few) mixed 
coupless speaking only Ukrainian or both languages to each other: in Kyi'v 50 of the 60 
mixedd couples speaking both language to each other also spoke both languages to their 
children;; in L'viv 68 out of 76 did so, and in the same city 23 of the 26 mixed couples 
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speakingg only Ukrainian to each other also spoke only Ukrainian to their children. This 
patternn of obvious linguistic continuity between the generations also applies to Ukrainian 
parents.. As Table 7.5 shows, large majorities of every language group speak the same 
languagee to their children as to their partners. 

Nonetheless,, it is interesting to see whether a small intergenerational language 
shiftt is occurring. In this regard, the group of Ukrainian parents speaking both languages 
iss of particular importance as this group can give an indication of the direction the shift is 
goingg over time.132 In L'viv the trend is clearly towards more Ukrainian: 27.8% of the 
parentss with children in Ukrainian classes raise their children only in Ukrainian as 
opposedd to just 2.8% raising their children only in Russian (see Table 7.5). In Kyi'v there 
aree slightly more parents with children in Ukrainian classes speaking only Ukrainian to 
theirr children (8.2%) than those speaking only Russian to their children (6.2), and slightly 
fewerr parents with children in Russian classes speaking only Ukrainian to their children 
(4.6%)) than those speaking only Russian to their children (7.7%). Both groups therefore 
appearr to balance each other out in this city. However, as the group of Ukrainian-
instructedd pupils is much larger than the group of Russian-instructed pupils (and the 
difference,, as we have seen, is getting larger each year), there may well be a small shift 
towardss speaking more Ukrainian in Kyi'v. In Donets'k and Odesa the trend is towards 
Russian:: there are (many) more parents raising their children exclusively in Russian than 
thosee raising their children only in Ukrainian, regardless of the language of instruction of 
thesee children. Interestingly, therefore, the cities seem to be drifting further apart in terms 
off  language shift across generations. 

7.2.33 The two cohorts 

Thee conclusion of the previous section on intergenerational language shift is not 
corroboratedd by Table 7.6 which presents data on the language parents speak to their 
childrenn by cohort. The results for both Russians (those in purely Russian couples and 
thosee in mixed couples) and Russophone Ukrainians are listed. It must further be noted 
thatt only the group of Ukrainian-instructed respondents is shown here. The Russian-
instructedd group was omitted because differences between the batches turned out to be 
negligible.. As we can see, despite overall levels of Ukrainian language use being very 
low,, there is a trend across the board towards speaking more Ukrainian to one's offspring 
whenn the two cohorts are compared. This tendency is most visible among mixed couples 
andd Russophone Ukrainians. Curiously, it is Russophone Donets'k, of all places, that 
standss out as the city where the difference between the batches is largest (note the 
significantt rise of the number of Russian parents and mixed couples speaking both 
languagess to their children). This lends further support to the observation in the previous 
sectionn that the Ukrainian schools in Donets'k may well recruit pupils from the special 
groupp of nationally conscious parents. Nonetheless, even in Kyi'v the number of parents 

1311 As indicated by the respondents of the survey. 
1322 Although the survey measured the response of the Russophones at one point in time, I assumed that 
statementss could be made on changes over time by comparing the language parents use to each other to the 
languagee conduct of parents with their children. 
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speakingg only Ukrainian or both languages to their children is substantially higher in the 
1994-955 group than in the 1990-91 group, particularly among Russophone Ukrainians. 
Thiss is surprising given that Ukrainian-language instruction has rapidly become the 
dominantt mode of education in the Kyi'v school system over these two years, having 
increasinglyy attracted children from not particularly patriotic Russian-speaking circles. 
Onee would thus have expected the relative number of Russophone parents speaking 
Ukrainiann to their children to actually decline between the 1990-91 and 1994-95 school 
years.. As precisely the reverse has happened, one can assuredly speak of a genuine 
growthh in the numbers of Russophones raising their children in Ukrainian. 

Tablee 7.6 Ukrainian-instructed Respondents by Parent Group and the Language 
Parentss Speak to Respondent in 1996-1997 (in percentage) 

Languagee used by parents to respondent 
1990-911 cohort 1994-95 cohort 

Ukrainiann Ukrainian Russian Ukrainian Ukrainian Russian 
Parentt group & Russian & Russian 
L'viv L'viv 
Bothh parents Russian 
Mixedd couples 
Russophonee Ukrainians 

Kyi'v Kyi'v 
Bothh parents Russian 
Mixedd couples 0 40.6 
Russophonee Ukrainians 2.2 13.3 

Odesa Odesa 
Bothh parents Russian 
Mixedd couples 0 10.6 
Russophonee Ukrainians 0 5.9 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Bothh parents Russian 0 6.1 
Mixedd couples 0 23.2 
Russophonee Ukrainians 0 15.4 

7.2.44 Language use of respondent 

Russians Russians 

Thee language pupils speak during breaks at school can be expected to be strongly 
influencedd by the language of instruction of pupils. Table 7.7 shows that this is indeed the 
casee for children from Russian and mixed families: in all four cities those who are 
instructedd in Ukrainian speak more Ukrainian in the breaks than those who are instructed 
inn Russian. The difference is largest among the group of mixed-family children in L'viv : 
73.3%% of the Ukrainian-instructed pupils only speak Ukrainian during breaks, as opposed 

35.0 0 

2.4 4 
59.44 9.1 
84.44 10.7 

1.6 6 
89.44 2.0 
94.11 0.8 

93.99 0 
76.88 2.2 
84.66 3.2 

51.77 13.3 

17.11 78.0 
33.33 57.6 
22.33 66.0 

6.33 92.1 
23.55 73.5 
16.11 83.1 

36.88 63.2 
45.11 52.7 
35.55 61.3 
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too 81.8% of the Russian-instructed pupils who speak only Russian. However, this contrast 
iss probably not only caused by the language of instruction, but also by the language 
parentss speak to each other. (Section 7.2.1 revealed that mixed couples with children in 
Ukrainiann classes spoke much more Ukrainian to each other than the mixed couples with 
childrenn in Russian classes.) 

Tablee 7.7 Respondents by Nationality of Parents and Language Spoken during Breaks 
att School in 1996-1997 (in percentage) 

Nationalityy of parents 
L'viv L'viv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Kyïv Kyïv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Odesa Odesa 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Language e usedd by respondent during breaks 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

86.9 9 
73.3 3 

--

26.2 2 
20.6 6 
13.0 0 

4.2 2 
4.3 3 
6.2 2 

16.0 0 
5.7 7 

16.7 7 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

12.7 7 
25.3 3 

--

28.3 3 
25.8 8 
19.6 6 

30.8 8 
29.2 2 
12.3 3 

42.5 5 
45.3 3 
25.0 0 

Russian n 

0 0 
1.3 3 

--

45.5 5 
52.6 6 
67.4 4 

64.7 7 
66.5 5 
80.2 2 

41.4 4 
49.1 1 
58.3 3 

Instructedd in Russian 
Ukrainian n 

1.0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.7 7 
1.1 1 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

16.7 7 
18.2 2 
17.7 7 

11.3 3 
13.2 2 
5.4 4 

8.4 4 
7.6 6 
5.7 7 

7.1 1 
3.3 3 
2.1 1 

Russian n 

82.4 4 
81.8 8 
82.3 3 

88.0 0 
84.6 6 
94.6 6 

91.6 6 
92.4 4 
94.3 3 

92.9 9 
96.7 7 
97.9 9 

Inn the other three cities the differences due to the language of instruction are not as large 
butt nonetheless substantial. In Kyïv and Donets'k, sizable numbers of Ukrainian-
instructedd children from Russian and mixed families speak only Ukrainian or both 
languagess in the breaks. Russian-instructed children, in contrast, speak almost exclusively 
Russian.. However, the distinctions between the language of instruction groups 
notwithstanding,, a majority of the children from both Russian and mixed families 
continuee to speak only Russian during breaks in the Ukrainian schools in each of the three 
citiess of Kyïv, Odesa and Donets'k. Thus, despite the obvious influence of the language 
off  instruction, Russian still predominates in the breaks in the Ukrainian schools in these 
cities. . 

Thee language of instruction clearly has less of an impact on the language 
respondentss speak with friends (see Table 7.8). In Kyïv, Odesa and Donets'k large 
majoritiess of children from Russian and mixed families report that they only speak 
Russiann with their friends, regardless of the language in which they are instructed. In 
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comparisonn to the language spoken during breaks, only a very small number of pupils 
claimm to speak only Ukrainian with their friends in these cities, even those studying in 
Ukrainiann classes. Looking at this variable, therefore, assimilation has not yet occurred to 
anyy extent among children with (partial) Russian backgrounds in Kyi'v, Donets'k and 
Odesa. . 

Tablee 7.8 Respondents by Nationality of Parents and Language Spoken to Friends in 
1996-19977 (in percentage) 

Nationalityy of parents 
L'viv L'viv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Kyi'v Kyi'v 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Odesa Odesa 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Languagee used by respondent to friends 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

70.8 8 
36.8 8 

--

13.3 3 
8.2 2 
2.2 2 

2.1 1 
1.2 2 

0 0 

2.7 7 
0.6 6 
2.8 8 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

29.0 0 
59.2 2 

--

35.5 5 
26.8 8 
19.6 6 

22.5 5 
14.6 6 
11.3 3 

35.6 6 
24.4 4 
25.0 0 

Russian n 

0.2 2 
3.9 9 

--

50.4 4 
64.9 9 
78.3 3 

75.1 1 
84.1 1 
87.5 5 

61.7 7 
75.0 0 
72.2 2 

Instructedd in Russian 
Ukrainian n 

6.8 8 
2.3 3 
1.4 4 

0.8 8 
0.5 5 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.8 8 
0 0 
0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

68.0 0 
62.6 6 
70.9 9 

25.0 0 
17.9 9 
5.9 9 

14.9 9 
12.1 1 
4.7 7 

7.0 0 
4.4 4 
4.9 9 

Russian n 

25.2 2 
34.6 6 
27.7 7 

73.7 7 
81.5 5 
93.1 1 

85.1 1 
87.9 9 
95.3 3 

92.2 2 
95.6 6 
95.1 1 

Itt is worth noting that children from Ukrainian families also speak only Russian to their 
friendss in large numbers, both those instructed in Russian and those instructed in 
Ukrainian.. It, thus, seems that the particular language environment of a city (which in all 
threee of the aforementioned cities is Russian) is a much more powerful factor in shaping 
thee language children speak with their friends than the language of instruction. This 
conclusionn is corroborated by the findings in L'viv , especially those that relate to the 
groupp of Russian-instructed pupils. In total contrast to the other cities, an astonishing 
70.9%% of the Russian-family children claim to speak both languages with their friends, 
andd an equally surprisingly high number of 62.6% of children from mixed families report 
doingg so. Assimilation, thus, seems to be well under way in L'viv with Russian-language 
educationn unable to put a halt to this process. The fact that so many Russian-instructed, 
Russiann family children speak both languages with their friends may well testify to the 
ethnicallyy mixed nature of circles of friends which include children from Ukrainian 
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schools.. This, of course, is a promising sign of inter-ethnic harmony and something that 
bodess well for the future integration of L'vivan Russians. 

Tablee 7.9 Respondents by Nationality of Parents and Language of Television in 1996-
19977 (in percentage) 

Languagee respondent watches television in more often 
Instructedd in Ukrainian Instructedd in Russian 

Nationalityy of parents 
L'viv L'viv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Kyi)/ Kyi)/ 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Odesa Odesa 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Ukrainian n 

75.2 2 
67.1 1 

--

27.5 5 
14.3 3 
10.9 9 

26.0 0 
23.2 2 
21.3 3 

27.4 4 
17.5 5 
25.4 4 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

9.4 4 
10.5 5 

--

21.1 1 
21.4 4 

8.7 7 

7.6 6 
7.3 3 

13.8 8 

7.0 0 
6.9 9 
5.6 6 

Russian n 

11.3 3 
18.4 4 

--

41.7 7 
61.2 2 
67.4 4 

64.7 7 
65.9 9 
57.5 5 

64.0 0 
73.1 1 
67.6 6 

Ukrainian n 

50.5 5 
46.9 9 
48.2 2 

12.2 2 
8.7 7 
2.0 0 

11.6 6 
12.6 6 
6.7 7 

8.6 6 
3.8 8 
3.5 5 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

6.8 8 
6.6 6 

10.8 8 

16.5 5 
21.5 5 
8.9 9 

5.6 6 
8.8 8 
7.7 7 

11.7 7 
3.8 8 
7.0 0 

Russian n 

36.9 9 
42.7 7 
38.8 8 

65.0 0 
66.2 2 
82.2 2 

78.1 1 
73.6 6 
81.7 7 

73.4 4 
89.7 7 
86.7 7 

Whatt can be said for the language respondents speak to friends also applies to the 
respondents'' choice of Ukrainian or Russian-language television (see Table 7.9). It seems 
thatt it is not so much the language of instruction as the language environment of the city 
andd specific local broadcasting regulations that affect the viewing habits: in Kyïv, Odesa 
andd Donets'k clear majorities of children from Russian and mixed families watch only 
Russian-languagee television, irrespective of their language of instruction. The numbers of 
Ukrainian-instructedd children watching Ukrainian-language television are, however, 
slightlyy to moderately higher than the numbers of Russian-instructed children watching 
Ukrainiann television in these cities. Quite a surprising result is that Odesa and Donets'k 
showw higher rates of Russian and mixed-family children watching Ukrainian television 
thann Kyi'v in the Ukrainian-instructed group. Possibly, the supply of (commercial) 
Russiann television stations is higher in Kyïv. 

Inn the Russian-instructed group in L'viv, children from both Russian and mixed 
familiess watch Ukrainian-language television in slightly higher numbers than Russian-
languagee television, and in the Ukrainian-instructed group the children from mixed 
familiess watch the former in much higher numbers than the latter. However, one has to be 
cautiouss in interpreting these findings as evidence of assimilation since Russian-language 
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televisionn is constrained by local regulations, leaving people with almost no choice but to 
watchh Ukrainian-language programs. For several years, the L'viv authorities blocked the 
transmissionn of Inter, the only state channel that dedicates half of its airtime to programs 
inn Russian. Now Inter is back on the air, but it is still the only channel with regular 
Russiann programs that all L'viv residents can receive (the other three public channels 
beingg one local and two national Ukrainian-language TV stations).133 People wanting to 
watchh Russian-language programs therefore have to resort to satellite dishes in order to 
receivee the many commercial Russian-language TV stations from southern and eastern 
Ukrainee or from Russia itself. 

Tablee 7.10 Respondents by Nationality of Parents and Language of Books in 1996-1997 
(inn percentage) 

Nationalityy of parents 
L'viv L'viv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

KyYv KyYv 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Odesa Odesa 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Bothh Ukrainian 
Ukrainian/Russian n 
Bothh Russian 

Languagee respondent reads books in more often 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

80.1 1 
72.4 4 

--

48.7 7 
31.9 9 
40.4 4 

26.0 0 
23.9 9 
16.0 0 

40.7 7 
28.8 8 
24.3 3 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

5.6 6 
6.6 6 

17.2 2 
18.1 1 
14.9 9 

8.0 0 
4.3 3 
4.9 9 

5.8 8 
7.7 7 
5.7 7 

Russian n 

13.2 2 
19.7 7 

--

31.2 2 
50.0 0 
42.6 6 

64.4 4 
68.7 7 
72.8 8 

52.4 4 
62.2 2 
68.6 6 

Instructedd in Russian 
Ukrainian n 

3.9 9 
3.8 8 

0 0 

6.8 8 
5.7 7 
1.0 0 

3.7 7 
1.9 9 
1.0 0 

0.8 8 
0.5 5 

0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

3.9 9 
2.8 8 
3.6 6 

14.0 0 
11.4 4 
10.9 9 

2.8 8 
1.9 9 
4.8 8 

2.4 4 
3.8 8 
2.1 1 

Russian n 

92.2 2 
91.5 5 
93.5 5 

78.7 7 
81.3 3 
84.2 2 

93.0 0 
94.9 9 
91.4 4 

96.9 9 
95.1 1 
97.1 1 

Thee language of instruction would again seem to be of prime importance for the language 
pupilss read books in (see Table 7.10). As we can see, Ukrainian-instructed pupils read 
Ukrainiann books in much higher numbers than Russian-instructed pupils do across the 
board.. In fact, among the latter the number of pupils claiming to read Ukrainian books is 
minimal,, regardless of the city they live in or the nationality of their parents. (The highest 
scoree of Russian-instructed pupils reading Ukrainian books is in Kyi'v, among the group 
off  pupils whose parents are both Ukrainian - 6.8%.) In contrast, in the group of 

Ass the author noticed during his stay with his host family in L'viv in the spring of 1996 and on regular 
visitss thereafter. 
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Ukrainian-instructedd pupils, the percentages of pupils reading Ukrainian books range 
fromm 16.0% (the respondents from Russian families in Odesa) to 80.1% (the respondents 
fromm Ukrainian families in L'viv). The respondents have probably also included 
schoolbookss in their conception of books, and these are, of course, in Ukrainian in 
Ukrainiann schools and in Russian in Russian schools. This would explain the large 
differencee between the language of instruction groups. 

Nonetheless,, despite the impact of the language of instruction, the Ukrainian-
instructedd pupils in the cities of Kyïv, Odesa and Donets'k still read more Russian than 
Ukrainiann books. Among the children from Russian and mixed families, clear majorities 
indicatedd that they read Russian books more often (the exception being the Russian-
familyy children in Kyïv with 42.6% of them saying they more often read Russian books 
andd a surprisingly high 40.4% saying they more often read Ukrainian books). Once again 
L'vivv stands out with 72.4% of the Ukrainian-instructed children from mixed families 
sayingg they read Ukrainian books more often. Thus, only in this city does assimilation 
seemm to be well under way. 

RussophoneRussophone Ukrainians 

Thee pattern of responses of Russophone Ukrainian children on the language they speak 
duringg breaks variable is strikingly similar to that of the Russian-family children 
(comparee Tables 7.11 and 7.7). As was the case with the latter, it is only in Ukrainian 
schoolss in Kyïv and Donets'k that non-negligible numbers of Russophone Ukrainian 
childrenn speak only Ukrainian or both languages in the breaks (like Russian-family 
children,, there were too few Russophone Ukrainian children in the Ukrainian-instructed 
groupp in L'viv, which explains the hyphens in the tables). In Russian schools, the 
Russophonee Ukrainian children speak almost exclusively Russian throughout Ukraine 
(i.e.. in all four cities). The fact that the Russophone Ukrainian children and the Russian-
familyy children show almost the same (reported) behavior in all regional contexts is 
anotherr indication that the language situation at home indeed matters (we may assume 
thatt Russian parents speak almost exclusively Russian to each other). 

Thee group of children with parents speaking both languages to each other once 
againn allows us to see in which direction a language shift is likely to occur. As was the 
casee in Table 7.5, the trend clearly is towards more Ukrainian in L'viv: in the Ukrainian 
classess 70.6% of the children of this group of parents speak only Ukrainian in the breaks. 
Inn the other three cities (i.e. also in Kyïv!), the direction seems to be towards Russian as 
theree are more Ukrainian-instructed children speaking only Russian than speaking only 
Ukrainiann during breaks (in Kyïv 34.0% speaking only Russian to 19.0% speaking only 
Ukrainian;; in Odesa 29.8% only Russian to 3.6% only Ukrainian; in Donets'k 28.6% only 
Russiann to 19.0% only Ukrainian). In the Russian classes, large majorities speak solely 
Russiann in the breaks (in Kyïv 75.6%; in Odesa 78.4%). The data in this table thus 
suggestt that not only Odesa and Donets'k but also Kyïv is moving in an opposite 

1344 Although the survey measured the response of the Russophones at one point in time, I assumed that 
statementss could be made on changes over time by comparing the linguistic conduct of the older generation 
(parents)) to that of the younger (children). 
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directionn to L'viv , which is contrary to the finding of Table 7.5 where there was a small 
shiftt towards speaking more Ukrainian in Kyiv. In fact, even a substantial proportion of 
childrenn from Ukrainian-speaking families claim they only speak Russian in the breaks in 
Ukrainiann schools in Kyiv (27.2%). 

Tablee 7.11 Respondents by the Language Parents Speak to Each Other (Only Parents 
off Ukrainian Nationality) and Language Spoken during Breaks at School 
1996-19977 (in percentage) 

Languagee parents 
speakk to each other 

L'viv L'viv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Kyiv Kyiv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Odesa Odesa 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Languagee used by respondent during breaks 

Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

89.3 3 
70.6 6 

--

47.2 2 
19.0 0 
13.1 1 

--
3.6 6 
3.7 7 

--
19.0 0 
12.3 3 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

10.2 2 
29.4 4 

--

25.6 6 
47.0 0 
18.6 6 

667 7 
147 7 

52.4 4 
40.0 0 

Russian n 

0 0 
0 0 
--

27.2 2 
34.0 0 
68.3 3 

--
29.8 8 
81.1 1 

--
28.6 6 
47.7 7 

Instructedd in Russian 

Ukrainian n 

--
--
0 0 

--
0 0 
0 0 

--
0 0 
0 0 

--
--
0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

--
--

12.7 7 

--
24.4 4 

6.5 5 

--
21.6 6 

4.5 5 

--
--

2.9 9 

Russian n 

--
--

87.3 3 

--
75.6 6 
93.5 5 

--
78.4 4 
95.5 5 

--
--

97.1 1 

Thee pattern of responses of the Russophone Ukrainian children on the language spoken to 
friendss indicator is an exact copy of that of the Russian-family children (compare Tables 
7.122 and 7.8). Only in L'viv do these children claim to speak both languages to their 
friendss in large numbers (65.3% in the Russian-instructed group!). Large majorities of 
themm only speak Russian to their friends in the other three cities, irrespective of the 
languagee of instruction. As to the group of children with parents speaking both languages 
too each other, the conclusion drawn from Table 7.11 can be stated more strongly: in L'viv 
thesee children gravitate towards Ukrainian (27.7% speaking only Ukrainian to friends as 
opposedd to 0% speaking only Russian) and in the other three cities towards Russian (in 
Kyivv 3.0% speaking only Ukrainian to 36.4% speaking only Russian; in Odesa 3.6% only 
Ukrainiann to 50.0% only Russian; in Donets'k 6.5% only Ukrainian to 47.8% only 
Russiann respectively, in the Ukrainian-instructed group). 

Althoughh this research does not present nationwide data, the observation that in 
threee of the four cities the trend is towards Russian among children of bilingual Ukrainian 
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familiess indicates that the linguistic assimilation to Russian has not stopped since 
independencee in this group, despite government efforts to curb the process. Data from 
otherr surveys only confirm this impression. An all-Ukrainian opinion poll carried out by 
SotsisSotsis (Sociological Service) in October 1996, for instance, found that the proportion of 
respondentss claiming to speak Russian at home was much higher in the younger cohorts 
thann in the older cohorts (in the 16-19 age group 53% said they spoke only Russian as 
opposedd to 33% in the 60+ group; just 32% of the former said they only spoke Ukrainian 
ass against 50% of the latter) (Den', 17 January 1997). The 'Russian' character of 
Ukrainiann youth is not only reflected in reported behavior, but also in language attitudes. 
AA nationwide survey administered by the Service & Market Research Agency in August 
19988 found that 46% of the 15-20-year-olds wanted Russian to be the second state 
language,, as opposed to 39% of the 50-59-year-olds (the other cohorts showing 
percentagess in between) (Donets 'kii Kriazh, 24 September 1998). 

Tablee 7.12 Respondents by the Language Parents Speak to Each Other (Only Parents 
off Ukrainian Nationality) and Language Spoken to Friends in 1996-1997 (in 
percentage) ) 

Languagee parents 
speakk to each other 
L'viv L'viv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Kyi'v Kyi'v 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Odesa Odesa 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Languagee used by respondent to friends 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

76.3 3 
27.8 8 

--

32.8 8 
3.0 0 
4.1 1 

--
3.6 6 
0.5 5 

--
6.5 5 
0.8 8 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

23.7 7 
72.2 2 

--

32.8 8 
60.6 6 
20.4 4 

--
46.4 4 
12.5 5 

--
45.7 7 
29.5 5 

Russian n 

0 0 
0 0 
--

33.6 6 
36.4 4 
75.5 5 

--
50.0 0 
86.5 5 

--
47.8 8 
69.7 7 

Instructedd in Russian 
Ukrainian n 

--
--

5.6 6 

2.9 9 
0 0 

0.8 8 

--
0 0 
0 0 

--
--
0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

--
--

65.3 3 

34.3 3 
47.7 7 
12.0 0 

--
35.3 3 
9.0 0 

--
--

3.7 7 

Russian n 

--
--

29.2 2 

62.9 9 
52.3 3 
86.5 5 

--
85.0 0 
91.0 0 

--
--

96.3 3 
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Regardingg the language of television, Table 7.13 is a clear echo of Table 7.9. The 
Russophonee Ukrainian children have almost the same viewing habits as the Russian-
familyy children: in the Russian-instructed group in L'viv, they watch Ukrainian television 
inn higher numbers (50.0%) than Russian television (34.7%) and in the other cities clear 
majoritiess watch Russian programs, irrespective of the language of instruction. Compared 
too the Russian-family children, however, Russophone Ukrainian children watch 
Ukrainiann television in somewhat higher numbers in both language of instruction groups 
inn Kyi'v. As regards the group of children whose parents speak both languages to each 
other,, Table 7.12 shows almost the same pattern of responses as the previous table: in 
L'vivv the direction is towards Ukrainian and in the other cities towards Russian in both 
languagee of instruction groups. Yet, the children watching Ukrainian programs (30.6%) 
andd Russian television (34.7%) almost balance each other out in the Ukrainian-instructed 
groupp in Kyi'v. 

Tablee 7.13 Respondents by the Language Parents Speak to Each Other (Only Parents 
off Ukrainian Nationality) and Language of Television in 1996-1997 (in 
percentage) ) 

Languagee parents 
speakk to each other 
L'viv L'viv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Kyiv Kyiv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Odesa Odesa 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

DonetsDonets 'k 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Languagee respondent watches TV in more often 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

75.8 8 
74.3 3 

--

40.7 7 
30.6 6 
15.4 4 

--
25.0 0 
25.0 0 

--
34.0 0 
24.0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

9.7 7 
8.6 6 

--

24.4 4 
23.5 5 
16.8 8 

--
8.3 3 
7.8 8 

--
4.3 3 
8.5 5 

Russian n 

10.4 4 
14.3 3 

--

26.0 0 
34.7 7 
59.1 1 

--
64.3 3 
65.6 6 

--
57.4 4 
66.7 7 

Instructedd in Russian 
Ukrainian n 

--
--

50.0 0 

22.9 9 
20.0 0 
6.0 0 

--
25.5 5 

7.1 1 

--
--

8.4 4 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

--
--

8.3 3 

14.3 3 
18.5 5 
16.5 5 

--
5.9 9 
5.8 8 

--
--

9.3 3 

Russian n 

--
--

34.7 7 

62.9 9 
56.9 9 
69.9 9 

--
64.7 7 
82.1 1 

--
--

74.8 8 

Tablee 7.14 resembles Table 7.10 in the strong effect that the language of instruction can 
bee said to exert on the language in which children read their books. Again, the patterns of 
responsess of the Russophone Ukrainian and Russian-family children are almost identical, 
thee former reading slightly fewer Ukrainian books than the latter in Kyi'v (36.1% to 
40.4%)) and slightly more Ukrainian books in Donets'k (34.8% to 24.3%) in the 
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Ukrainian-instructedd group. In the Russian-instructed group, the responses are similar: 
likee the Russian-family children, the Russophone Ukrainian children read Ukrainian 
bookss in very small numbers indeed, with percentages below 2.5% across the board. 
Unlikee Table 7.9, however, which showed minimal differences between the nationality 
groups,, Table 7.13 presents a large variation between the language groups. The difference 
iss largest in Kyiv: the 66.1% of Ukrainian-speaking children reading Ukrainian books 
contrastss strongly with the 36.1% of Russophone Ukrainian children reading Ukrainian 
bookss among the Ukrainian-instructed group of pupils. This is another indication that the 
languagee parents speak to each other is more important than the nationality of parents in 
determiningg the linguistic behavior of their offspring. 

Tablee 7.14 Respondents by the Language Parents Speak to Each Other (Only Parents 
off Ukrainian Nationality) and Language of Books in 1996-1997 (in 
percentage) ) 

Languagee parents 
speakk to each other 
L'viv L'viv 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Ky/V V 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Odesa Odesa 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Donets'k Donets'k 
Ukrainian n 
Ukrainiann and Russian 
Russian n 

Languagee respondent 
Instructedd in Ukrainian 

Ukrainian n 

83.6 6 
61.1 1 

--

66.1 1 
45.4 4 
36.1 1 

--
34.5 5 
18.8 8 

--
51.1 1 
34.8 8 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

5.1 1 
11.1 1 

--

16.1 1 
25.8 8 
12.9 9 

--
13.1 1 
6.3 3 

--
6.4 4 
5.3 3 

Russian n 

10.0 0 
27.8 8 

--

15.3 3 
25.8 8 
48.3 3 

--
50.0 0 
73.4 4 

--
42.6 6 
59.1 1 

readss books in more often 
Instructedd in Russian 

Ukrainian n 

--
--

1.4 4 

20.0 0 
10.8 8 
1.5 5 

--
7.8 8 
2.5 5 

--
--
0 0 

Ukrainian n 
&& Russian 

--
--

1.4 4 

17.1 1 
20.0 0 
9.9 9 

--
3.9 9 
2.5 5 

--
--

1.9 9 

Russian n 

--
--

97.2 2 

62.9 9 
69.2 2 
88.5 5 

--
88.2 2 
94.3 3 

--
--

98.1 1 

7.2.55 Summary of results 

Thee results revealed that in Donets'k and Odesa, Russian parents and mixed couples 
neitherr raised their children in Ukrainian nor showed much interest in Ukrainian-language 
education.. In addition, their children did not speak Ukrainian to their peers in any large 
numberss nor did they absorb much Ukrainian media (although there was a clear 
differencee between the Russian and Ukrainian-instructed groups). The Russians can 
thereforee be said to demonstrate language retention in these cities. In Kyiv the numbers 
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off  Russian parents and mixed couples sending their children to Ukrainian classes 
increasedd dramatically when one compares the 1994-95 cohort to the 1990-91 group. 
However,, both parent groups do not speak much Ukrainian to their children, not even 
thosee Russian parents and mixed families who have children in Ukrainian classes. Their 
childrenn show similar linguistic conduct: on three of the four indicators, they gravitate 
towardss Russian. It is only on the language of books indicator that a significant number of 
childrenn answered Ukrainian (and then only those instructed in Ukrainian). In summary, 
thee response of the Russians in Kyi'v is one of language integration. In L'viv mixed 
coupless sharply contrast with purely Russian families. The former make up increasingly 
largee majorities who enroll their children in Ukrainian classes and a substantial number 
whoo raise their children exclusively in Ukrainian. Their children (at least those in the 
Ukrainian-instructedd group, which comprises the vast majority of pupils, as we have 
seen)) clearly lean towards Ukrainian: on three of the four indicators, they answered 
Ukrainiann in large numbers. The Russian parents, in contrast, reject Ukrainian-language 
educationn and make no effort to speak to their children in Ukrainian. The behavior of 
theirr children is ambivalent. On the one hand, they claim to watch Ukrainian television 
andd speak both languages to their friends in large numbers, but, on the other hand, they do 
nott read any Ukrainian books nor speak much Ukrainian during breaks at school. Given 
thee differences between the mixed couples and Russian families, L'viv is a case where a 
distinctionn has to be made between the Russians in mixed families who may be said to 
havee assimilated, and the Russians in purely Russian couples who appear to be opting for 
languagelanguage retention (though the behavior of their children is somewhat equivocal). 

Thee pattern of responses of the Russophone Ukrainians closely resembles that of 
thee purely Russian families on all indicators, which is once more a confirmation of the 
claimm that the language spoken at home indeed matters. The only difference can be found 
inn L'viv where the majority of Russophone Ukrainians, unlike the Russian families, do 
sendd their children to Ukrainian schools. The pattern can, thus, easily be established for 
Russophonee Ukrainians: they may be said to opt for language integration in L'viv and 
Kyi'vv (in the former slightly more towards assimilation than in the latter) and for language 
retentionretention in Odesa and Donets'k. The next step is how the set of responses of Russians 
andd Russian-speaking Ukrainians can be explained. 

However,, before concluding this section, an important qualification that has to be 
notedd is that ethnic re-identification may have skewed the pattern of responses. As stated 
inn Chapter Two, identity formation and linguistic behavior are likely to be strongly 
related.. It is not inconceivable that some respondents, notably those who followed 
Ukrainian-languagee education and who were raised in Ukrainian, claimed that their 
parentss were Ukrainian while some years ago they would have answered that their parents 
weree Russian. If this was indeed the case, many (former) Russians who opted for 
assimilationn wil l have dropped out of sight, and, as a result, the pattern of responses 
wouldd be biased towards the language retention end of the scale. One could argue that the 
nationalityy indicated in the internal Soviet passport would serve as a useful yardstick to 
determinee which self-proclaimed Ukrainians were originally Russians (or, conversely, 
whoo among the Russians were originally Ukrainians). Yet, passport nationality may not 
bee a reliable indicator of former ethnic affiliation since there was a marked divergence 
betweenn national self-identification and nationality by passport in the Soviet days and in 
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thee early 1990s. In his 1992 survey, Bremmer (1994), for instance, found that by passport, 
11%% of those who considered themselves Russians in Kyïv, 5% in Simferopol and 47% in 
L'vi vv were registered as Ukrainian. The new internal passports issued after independence 
noo longer mention the nationality. Thus for the youngest generation, i.e. those without 
Soviett passports, nationality can only be established by self-reportage. Given these 
insights,, the best strategy to keep track of processes of identity formation and linguistic 
reorientationn in the future would be to subject ethnic groups to a longitudinal study, in 
whichh respondents are repeatedly asked to answer questions about their ethnic affiliation 
andd linguistic behavior. 

7.37.3 Explaining the Results 

7.3.11 Independent variables 

Chapterr Two introduced a number of variables that were considered important in shaping 
thee responses of the Russians and Russophone Ukrainians: 
1.. Ethnic proportion. It was expected that the larger the groups of Russians and of 

Russophonee Ukrainians are in a certain area relative to other groups, the more they 
wil ll  opt for language retention. 

2.. Ethnic schism. It was predicted that the more Russians and Russophone Ukrainians 
differr on cultural markers from Ukrainian-speaking Ukrainians, the tighter they wil l 
clingg to their language. 

3.. Mixed marriages (only valid for Russians). I expected Russians in mixed marriages to 
havee a stronger propensity to assimilate than Russians in purely Russian couples. 

4.. National and local policy. In the 'opportunity' interpretation of this variable, it was 
proposedd that the more restrictive local policy is towards the use of Russian in public 
spheres,, the more Russians and Russian-speaking Ukrainians are prone to assimilate. 
Inn the 'grievance' interpretation, the direction of the correlation was expected to be 
turnedd around: the more restrictive local policy, the stronger Russians and Russophone 
Ukrainianss would hold on to their language. 

Thee ethnic proportion thesis obviously holds much, if not most of the explanatory value 
forr the pattern of responses of the Russians and Russian-speaking Ukrainians. For the 
Russians,, it can account for the dramatically high rates of language retention in Donets'k 
andd Odesa, for language integration in Kyïv and for the assimilation of mixed couples in 
L'viv .. The odd ones out are the Russian parents in L'viv who show a response opposite to 
thatt predicted by the ethnic proportion hypothesis. In that regard, the pattern of responses 
off  the Russophone Ukrainians matches the expected outcome of this hypothesis much 
better:: in the cities where Russophone Ukrainians make up a substantial part of the 
population,, they opt for language retention (Donets'k and Odesa) and in the cities where 
theirr numbers are relatively small they settle for language integration (Kyïv and L'viv) . 

Att first sight, the ethnic schism explanation holds the answer to the surprising 
behaviorr of the group of Russian parents in L'viv. Although ethnic schism cannot account 
forr language retention in Donets'k and Odesa given the small cultural distance between 
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Russianss and titulars in these cities, it can explain why Russian parents in L'viv cling to 
theirr language, because cultural differences between western Ukrainians and Russians are 
indeedd substantial (i.e. in comparison to cultural distinctions between Russians and 
Ukrainianss in central, eastern and southern Ukraine). However, this hypothesis can 
providee no answer to the assimilation of mixed families in L'viv . What is more, ethnic 
schismm cannot clarify why so many L'vivan Russians married western Ukrainians in the 
firstt place, as one would expect the number of mixed marriages to be minimal in places 
wheree the cultural boundaries between ethnic groups are quite marked.135 Possibly, in 
vieww of their common Slavic origins, Russians and western Ukrainians do not experience 
aa strong cultural divide after all. In this case, however, the response of the Russian 
parentss remains a mystery. 

Obviously,, ethnic schism has no explanatory value at all for the Russophone 
Ukrainians.. Their set of responses is almost opposite to the one the ethnic schism 
hypothesiss predicted (i.e. L'viv - language integration or retention; Kyïv, Odesa and 
Donets'kk - assimilation). 

Thee mixed marriages variable is clearly another relevant factor, as the responses 
off  mixed families were closer to the assimilation end of the scale than those of Russian 
parentss in all four contexts and in both language of instruction groups. The fact that the 
differencee between the responses of the mixed couples and those of Russian parents 
increasess as the proportion of Russians in a city diminishes indicates that there is a 
combinedd effect of mixed marriages with the proportion of Russians. 

NationalNational and local policy is of particular relevance for school choice as one of the 
indicess of the linguistic responses. On the face of it, the 'opportunity' interpretation of 
thiss variable can explain the outcomes found. After all, in the cities where Russian-
languagee education is still widely available, overwhelming majorities of Russians and 
Russophonee Ukrainians send their children to Russian schools (Donets'k and Odesa), and 
inn the cities where the opportunite to follow Russian-language education has been sharply 
reducedd and local policy is highly restrictive, they do so in small numbers (Kyïv and 
L'viv—thee exception, as we know, being the Russian parents in L'viv) . However, this 
conclusionn ignores the fact that the offer of schools with one or more Ukrainian classes 
hass increased dramatically in Odesa and Donets'k since independence, as the previous 
chapterr disclosed. Thus, in 1994-95, when the youngest cohorts of our survey began their 
schooll  careers, Odesa already had half of its schools offering one or more Ukrainian 
classess (Dynamika rozvytku ...Odesy, unpublished document), and Donets'k had more 
thann a quarter of its schools doing so (Analiz razvitia...Donets'ka, unpublished 
document).. Moreover, as we have seen, the local authorities stimulated parents to send 
theirr children to Ukrainian classes by obliging Russian schools to open Ukrainian classes 

1355 For L'viv the validity of inter-ethnic marriages as an indicator of cultural distance is to some extent 
qualifiedd by the rather unbalanced sex ratio of the mixed couples. My survey data indicate that in slightly 
moree than 60% of the cases the father is Russian and the mother Ukrainian. The situation in L'viv vaguely 
resembless colonial conditions in which young male professionals deployed by the center marry indigenous 
women.. In these conditions mixed marriages are of course not a good indicator of cultural distance. The sex 
ratioo in L'viv is nonetheless not so extreme that it makes L'viv contrast sharply with the other cities. In Kyïv 
thee sex ratio of mixed couples is 58% Russian fathers - Ukrainian mothers; in Odesa the ratio is 
approximatelyy 50%; in Donets'k the ratio is 43% Russian fathers - Ukrainian mothers). 
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uponn receiving at least eight to ten requests. And yet, despite the increased possibilities 
andd the prospect of small classes, the Russians and Russophone Ukrainians did not send 
theirr children to Ukrainian classes in substantially larger numbers in the 1994-95 cohort. 
Thus,, the increased opportunity seemingly had no effect on parental choice. 

Thiss having been said, the previous chapter also mentioned that as many as 39% 
off  Odesa's first graders were instructed in Ukrainian in 1997-98, up at least 23 percentage 
pointss from 1994-95.136 Given that Russians and Russophone Ukrainians comprise nearly 
thee whole population of Odesa, a large number of them must have enrolled their children 
inn Ukrainian classes in that year. This suggests that there may be a time lag of several 
yearss before both groups start responding to the expanded availability of Ukrainian-
languagee education (and concomitant reduction in Russian-language education). If this is 
indeedd true, the 'opportunity' interpretation may after all have explanatory power. 
Donets'kk is a test case, in this respect. If it experiences the same dramatic increases as 
Odesaa within several years, national and local policy would indeed appear to have the 
abilityy to mold parental responses. Paradoxically, the economic crisis may be beneficial in 
thiss process as it is likely to make ordinary people place cultural matters at the bottom of 
thee agenda. Consequently, parents may not make the effort to send their child to the 
nearestt Russian school if this school is further away than the nearest Ukrainian school, let 
alonee that they wil l spend time protesting against the ukrainianization of the school 
system. . 

Naturally,, the explanatory power of the opportunity interpretation undermines that 
off  the grievance theory of national and local policy. Indeed, we see that the actual set of 
responsess is completely opposite to that predicted by the latter. Grievance may explain 
thee particular response of the Russian parents in L'viv , but it cannot account for the 
reactionss of any of the other groups, Russian or Russophone Ukrainian, regardless of the 
city. . 

Too briefly summarize, it appears that ethnic proportion (in a combination with 
mixedd marriages) and the opportunity interpretation of local policy explain equally well 
explainedd the mosaic of responses (leaving aside the particular response of the Russian 
parentss in L'viv) . Unfortunately, it could not be determined which of these two 
hypothesess had superior explanatory power as the variation in local policy ran parallel 
withh that of ethnic proportion over the four cities in this research project. A choice of 
citiess which, for instance, had maintained ethnic proportion constant while allowing local 
policyy to vary would have enabled one to assess which of the two conjectures had the 
upperr hand in accounting for the set of responses. However, as the nature of local policy 
inn any given city could only be ascertained during the course of fieldwork (i.e. not 
beforehand),, an ideal choice of cities would not have been possible from the beginning 
anyway. . 

Inn similar vein, it is arguable that the impact of ethnic schism could not be judged 
too the fullest extent by means of this choice of cities. Ethnic schism would be an 
importantt explanatory variable after all if it turned out that, for example, ethnic 
proportionn only had explanatory power in a context where cultural differences between 
groupss are minimal, and not in a context where these differences are pronounced. It 

Tablee 4.1 shows that 15.8% of the 1994-95 group of pupils were instructed in Ukrainian. 
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wouldd have been possible to check the validity of this conclusion if a choice of cities had 
beenn made that included not one but several cities in western Ukraine (i.e. where cultural 
differentiationn is substantial) with varying proportions of Russians and Russophone 
Ukrainianss in the local population. However, a choice of this kind would have been 
impossiblee anyhow since there are no cities in western Ukraine where Russians and 
Russian-speakingg Ukrainians make up more than small minorities. Thus, as is so often the 
casee in comparative social research, the realities of the field excluded an optimal choice 
off  cities in advance, i.e. a choice that would have enabled one to assess the interpretative 
valuee of the independent variables exhaustively. 

7.3.22 Fear of cultural loss 

Thee assessment of the explanatory value of the four factors indicates that one group 
behavess in a way that cannot be accounted for by one variable or a combination of 
variables.. This is the group of Russian parents in L'viv . Their particular response, 
languagee retention, is likely to have been prompted by some other factor. I suggest that 
t henarr of cultural loss may have played a decisive role. It is feasible that the reluctance 
off  Russian parents to enroll their children in Ukrainian classes stems from a concern that 
inn the totally Ukrainian-speaking environment of L'viv, Ukrainian-language education 
wouldd affect the language use of the child in private settings, making the child lose his or 
herr Russian roots. Conversely, the Russian-speaking character of the other three cities 
mayy ease a possible fear among local Russians that Ukrainian-language education 
ukrainianizess their sons and daughters. 

Too examine whether cultural concerns indeed played a role, a small follow-up 
surveyy was done among Russian parents.137 One of the questions asked parents with 
childrenn in Russian classes whether they thought that Ukrainian-language education 
wouldd ukrainianize their children. Differences between the cities turned out to be 
substantial.. In L'viv 11 out of 18 respondents said it would; in Kyïv 9 out of 25 said so; 
inn Odesa just 1 out of 17, and in Donets'k 3 out of 10. Thus, only in L'viv did a majority 
off  the respondents think that Ukrainian-language education would indeed make their 
childrenn speak more Ukrainian in everyday life. This confirms the conjectures of the 
previouss paragraph. Moreover, when asked whether Ukrainian-language education would 
alsoo make their children lose their Russian roots, 8 out of 17 L'vivan Russians not only 
saidd it would but also expressed disapproval (only Russian families in L'viv with 
childrenn in Russian classes were asked this question). 

Inn another, open-ended question, parents were asked why they had enrolled their 
childd in a Russian class. The answers to this question also showed variations between the 
cities.. In L'viv 11 out of 18 parents who sent their child to a Russian class responded that 
theyy had done so because "we are Russians" or "our native language is Russian." An 
additionall  two couples said their choice was motivated by a wish for their children "to 

Whilee visiting Ukrainian and Russian schools in the four cities, I asked pupils from Russian families to 
takee questionnaires home for their parents to fil l out. After a few days the pupils returned the questionnaires 
(seee Appendix No. 3). In addition, I interviewed parents personally. Given the small total (just 141 
questionnaires),, the data of this mini-survey can provide no more than broad indications of opinions. 
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learnn Russian and Russian literature to the degree of perfection," an answer that can 
clearlyy be associated with a desire to preserve one's cultural traditions. Just three parents 
gavee instrumental reasons for the choice of school, such as the school's vicinity, its good 
qualityy of education or its specialization in the teaching of foreign languages. In Kyïv the 
parentss responded rather differently. Eleven out of 28 couples said that they were afraid 
theyy would not be able to help their child if (s)he followed Ukrainian-language education 
becausee of their own poor command of Ukrainian, or that they had had to put their child 
backk into a Russian class because (s)he could not become accustomed to Ukrainian-
languagee education. This answer, which was not found in L'viv at all, indicates that there 
iss a genuine desire among Kyïvan Russians to send their children to Ukrainian schools, 
butt that specific circumstances or experiences have prevented them from doing so. In 
addition,, 5 parents gave instrumental reasons, just 9 stressed their Russian(-language) 
backgroundd and 2 parents mentioned the preservation of the Russian language and 
literaturee as a reason. Odesa showed a pattern of responses similar to that found in Kyïv. 
Justt 5 out of 16 couples justified their choice for a Russian class by pointing to their 
Russian(-language)) background, 8 stated instrumental reasons, and 2 mentioned the 
inabilityy to help their children as a motive. No parents expressed a concern for cultural 
survival.. Taken as a whole, results from the three cities suggest that Russian parents in 
L'vivv are indeed motivated primarily by a desire to preserve their own culture regarding 
schooll  choice, while Russian parents in Kyïv and Odesa seem to have other 
considerationss for sending their children to Russian schools. However, this conclusion 
hass to be stated with care because of the difficulty in interpreting the answers that point to 
thee Russian (-language) background of the family. After all, the statement "because we 
aree a Russian (-speaking) family" could mean that parents are indeed determined to pass 
theirr language and culture on to the next generation, but it could also mean that parents 
doo not feel confident enough to send their child to Ukrainian-language education, no 
matterr how much they would want to. 

Incidentally,, in L'viv of all places, Ukrainian-language education could 
dramaticallyy increase the social and economic prospects of children since public life in 
thiss city operates exclusively in Ukrainian (the local state administration, state companies, 
higherr education, hospitals, courts, etc.). The fact that Russian families in spite of this 
sendd their children to Russian-language education indicates that other considerations take 
precedencee over instrumental concerns among these families. This once more supports 
thee argument that the Russian families in L'viv may well be motivated primarily by a 
desiree to preserve their own culture. 

Finally,, with reference to the discussion at the end of the previous section, it must 
bee noted that the scope of the fear of cultural loss account could not be fully assessed by 
meanss of the present choice of cities, nor its relation to other independent variables. For 
instance,, it is not clear whether fear of cultural loss is a valid explanation for the 
Russians'' linguistic response only in a context where Russians make up a small minority 
andd their cultural identity is consequently under pressure (ethnic proportion variable), or 
onlyy in a context where differences on cultural markers are substantial (ethnic schism 
variable),, or only in places where these two conditions are combined. Nonetheless, there 
aree grounds for assuming that it is first and foremost in a context where their relative 
numberss are small that the fear of cultural loss explanation applies, and not in a context of 
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pronouncedd cultural differentiation. After all, had cultural differences indeed played a 
primaryy role, we would not only have seen language retention in L'viv among Russians 
butt also next to no Russian-Ukrainian mixed families. The fact that there are a great 
numberr of Russians married to western Ukrainians, Russians, moreover, who 
demonstratee assimilation, suggests that cultural differentiation (and therefore ethnic 
schism)) is of only secondary importance as an explanatory variable. 

7.3.33 The influence of other factors 

Thee previous two sections assessed the explanatory power of five variables that were 
deemedd important in shaping the linguistic response of Russians and Russophone 
Ukrainians.. It was found that a combination of three of them could adequately explain the 
patternn of responses. Although the rule of parsimony prescribes that additional variables 
needd not be included in the analysis if a minimal number of factors can already fully 
accountt for a certain outcome, it would, nonetheless, be interesting to see whether the 
outcomee is related to other variables and to what extent. 

Bremmerr (1994) and Kolstoe (1996) both mention rootedness as an important 
variable.. It can be expected that the longer Russians and Russophone Ukrainians have 
livedd in a certain area, the more they will feel that this area is 'theirs', and, consequently, 
thee less prone they wil l be to adapting to their surroundings by linguistically assimilating 
orr integrating. For Donets'k and Odesa the results match the prediction: Russians and 
Russophonee Ukrainians have lived there for centuries and both, indeed, opt for language 
retention.. Kyïv and L'viv , however, do not show the expected outcome. The former has a 
historyy of Russian settlement - and with it a russification of Ukrainians - that dates back 
too the 17th century, and yet Russians and Russophone Ukrainians opt for language 
integrationn in this city. In L'viv one would expect Russians and Russophone Ukrainians 
too assimilate given that they only appeared there after World War n, but, although the 
Russianss in mixed couples do show assimilation, the Russians in purely Russian couples 
optt for its opposite - language retention, and the Russophone Ukrainians prefer to 
integratee linguistically. 

Ass the respondents were asked to state their parents' place of birth in the survey, 
thee impact of rootedness could also be determined at the individual level. The results, 
however,, indicated that place of birth was not correlated to linguistic response in any 
meaningfull  way. Odesa and Donets'k, for instance, showed contrasting responses on the 
languagee of instruction indicator.138 In Odesa, Russian parents who were bom locally sent 
theirr children in higher numbers to Ukrainian-language education than Russian parents 
whoo were bom outside Ukraine. In Donets'k, the reverse was the case with locally born 
Russiann parents sending their children in smaller numbers to Ukrainian-language 
educationn than Russian parents born abroad. Rootedness, moreover, did not have any 
effectt on the language parents speak to their children. In L'viv, Odesa and Donets'k, 
Russiann parents all spoke Russian to their children in equally high numbers, regardless of 
theirr own origin. In addition, Russophone Ukrainian parents showed a pattern of 

1388 Results are not available for Kyïv. In L'viv the number of Russian parents sending their children to 
Ukrainiann schools was too small to give a meaningful result. 
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responsess that closely resembles that of Russian parents. In L'viv and Odesa, the locally 
bornn Russian-speaking Ukrainians sent their children in higher numbers to Ukrainian-
languagee education than the Russian-speaking Ukrainians born elsewhere, while the 
reversee applies in Donets'k. As with Russian parents, Russophone Ukrainian parents 
almostt all spoke Russian to their offspring across the board, whatever their place of birth. 

Thee educational background of parents is another interesting variable as it can tell 
uss something about the importance of Laitin's expected economic returns condition, 
whichh he regards as one of the principle determinants of the linguistic response of the 
diasporaa Russians (Laitin, 1998). After all, one could argue that well-educated people 
wouldd be the first to realize that Ukrainian-language education and upbringing increased 
thee social and economic prospects of children, if it ever came to this realization among a 
largee audience. The survey results indicate that the educational level of parents is not 
correlatedd in any way to the language of instruction of children or to the language parents 
raisee their children in. The differences between the education groups is not more than a 
feww percent points for both Russians and Russian-speaking Ukrainians in all four cities. 
Thesee results can be interpreted in two ways: either expected economic returns do not 
playy a role at all in the Ukrainian context, or Russians and Russian-speaking Ukrainians 
doo not see much benefit in assimilating to Ukrainian throughout Ukraine. Given the 
overalll  economic crisis, which has sharply diminished the prospects in both the private 
andand public sector (the latter of which requires language skills for certain jobs) in all of 
Ukraine'ss regions, the interpretation regarding the perceived lack of benefit in 
assimilatingg seems to have more validity.139 Empirical evidence substantiated this 
conjecture:: many parents in Odesa and Donets'k confided to me that their children would 
soonerr learn to speak English than proper Ukrainian, which suggests that these parents 
saww more opportunities for their children outside Ukraine than within its borders. Yet, 
evenn if the latter interpretation holds true (and Laitin's variable would thus play a role in a 
negativee sense), then expected economic returns would predict a uniform reaction among 
thee Russians and Russian-speaking Ukrainians. Given that I, to the contrary, found 
substantiall  regional differences in the linguistic response of these groups, expected 
economicc returns appear to be of little value for explaining the variations within Ukraine. 

Lastly,, a factor that could have a strong distorting impact on the cultural response 
off  the Russian-speaking population is outmigration. It is to be expected that Russians 
(andd Russian-speaking Ukrainians) who leave Ukraine for Russia are those most attached 
too their language and culture. Considerable Russian (-speaking) outmigration would thus 
implyy that the remaining Russian-speaking population were biased towards the 
assimilationn end of the cultural response continuum. If this mechanism were indeed at 
work,, then the original Russian-speaking population on the eve of Ukraine's 
independencee was much less inclined to assimilate than the collectivity of Russian 
speakerss currently living inside Ukraine's borders. 

1399 Using the United Nations Human Development Report for Ukraine, O'Loughlin and Bell (1999) found 
substantiall  differences in economic performance within Ukraine between oblasts. However, they could not 
detectt a "consistent divide between west and East that suggests that one macroregion is uniformly more 
developedd than the other (ibid. p. 239)." 
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Evidencee on migration movements between the republics of the former USSR 
suggestss that outmigration has not produced much of a side-effect: between 1991 and 
19944 the net migration of Russians from Ukraine to Russia was 102,800, which is an 
insignificantt number compared to the total number of Russians in Ukraine—11,355,600. 
Moreover,, Ukraine still had a net inflow of Russians (12,300) in 1992 when nationalist 
sentiment,, as expressed in language policies, was at its peak. Russians only began leaving 
Ukrainee in perceptible numbers (101,300) in 1994 when the difference in economic 
performancee with Russia began to be felt (Naselenie Rossii 1995, 1996). This suggests 
thatt the economic crisis more than the nationalizing project has been the push factor 
spurringg Russian outmigration. It is, therefore, unlikely that the group of migrants 
containss a disproportionate number of ethnically conscious Russians who cite cultural 
oppressionn and an unwillingness to assimilate as the main reasons for leaving Ukraine. 

Naturally,, migration may have also occurred within Ukraine between regions. 
Thiss is in fact more than likely given the pronounced regional contrasts and widely 
divergingg local policies and practices. An obvious direction one would expect Russian 
migrationn to go in is from the nationalist west to the Russophone east. The scant data 
availablee (we could only find information on the L'viv Oblast) indicates that some 
Russiann outmigration has taken place but not in substantial numbers: from 1990 to 1996 
theree has been a net outflow of 15,954 Russians from the L'viv Oblast, amounting to 
8.2%% of the total number of Russians in this oblast (Romaniuk, 1997). Thus, even in 
westernn Ukraine outmigration does not seem to have affected the character of the local 
Russiann community to a great extent. 

7.47.4 Cultural Associations 

Russianss and Russophone Ukrainians opting for language retention need not confine 
themselvess to sending their children to Russian schools and raising them in Russian in 
orderr to safeguard their language and identity. To further their interests and organize 
culturall  events, they may set up cultural associations and societies. If this happens, the 
switchh to more radical political demands is easily made, as the cultural mobilization of 
ethnicc groups is usually the first stage of their political emancipation drive. It has to be 
rememberedd here that legislation has not put any obstacles in the way of Russians 
organizingg themselves culturally as national minorities. They were not only granted the 
rightt to set up national-cultural associations (Article 6 of the Declaration of Rights of 
Nationalitiess of Ukraine, WRU, 1991, No. 4), but also to establish ties with and receive 
helpp from co-nationals and their associations abroad (Article 15 of the Law on National 
Minorities,, WRU, 1992, No. 36). 

Thee attentive reader wil l have noticed that the legislation on cultural rights only 
speakss of national minorities, and not of cultural or language groups. This suggests that 
Russophonee Ukrainians, being considered part of the majority population, are not 
recognizedd as a separate group. However, whether the total absence of societies 
specificallyy tailored to the cultural needs of Russophone Ukrainians (to the author's 
knowledgee no such societies can be found in contemporary Ukraine) can be attributed to 
legall  flaws is doubtful. Russian-speaking Ukrainians may simply not feel the need to set 
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upp cultural associations given the presence of Russian cultural societies. Possibly, the 
(few)) Russophone Ukrainians with a cultural interest have joined the latter. Incidentally, 
thee lack of Russophone Ukrainian societies adds to the argument that one cannot (yet) 
speakk of a distinct Russophone Ukrainian identity evolving in Ukraine. The following 
paragraphss therefore discuss only Russian cultural societies. 

7.4.11 Nationwide societies 

Theree are at least two cultural societies operating at the national level in Ukraine: the 
Russiann cultural society, called Rus', which claims to have 19 regional branches and 
3,0000 members nationwide, and the Association of Teachers of Russian Language and 
Literature,, reportedly having 22 regional branches. The former sees its goals as the 
preservationn and development of Russian culture and language in Ukraine and the 
protectionn of the rights of the Russophone population. By its own account, it participates 
inn the preparation of laws, decrees, programs and other official acts of state bodies, issues 
severall  periodicals, and organizes conferences, lectures and theater and music 
performancess (Russkii Vestnik, August 1997). From this enumeration of activities, one 
wouldd get the impression that Rus' is not only active at a cultural level, but at a political 
levell  as well. 

Itt would be a serious misrepresentation of reality, however, to assert that Rus' has 
successfullyy mobilized the Russian (-speaking) population on a cultural agenda (and has 
developedd a strong lobby as a result), since the author was struck by the amateurish 
appearancee of the association. For instance, with its meager, largely non-paying 
membership,, it couldd not afford to rent or buy office space, nor even buy itself an entry in 
thee Kyïv yellow pages. As a result, the organization was hard to locate. The impression of 
incompetencee was only reinforced by the lack of cooperation or open conflict with other 
Russiann cultural societies. Russkoe Sobranie, a literary society, for instance, was held in 
contempt,, as it had supposedly been founded by Rukh. Moreover, there appeared to be (at 
least)) two shadowy associations claiming to operate as umbrella organizations for all 
Russiann societies in Ukraine: the Koordinatsionnyi sovet russkikh obshchestv Ukrainy 
(Coordinatingg Council of Russian Societies of Ukraine), in which Rus' took part, and the 
KongresKongres russkikh obshchestv (Congress of Russian Societies), which was linked to the 
Civicc Congress of Ukraine (a pro-Russian political party) and had ties with the Russian 
Duma.1400 This discord among Russian societies has clearly hampered the mobilization of 
Russianss and Russian speakers on cultural matters. 

7.4.22 Societies in the four cities 

Whatt can be said for the societies operating nationwide also applies for those working at 
thee Kyïv level: none of the presumed five societies had their own office or entry in the 
yelloww pages, and none were known to the telephone information service. Moreover, due 

1400 Interviews with A. V. Lusan, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Congress of Russian Societies, 
withh M.V. Diatlova, Chairman of the Kyïv branch of Rus', and with other members of Rus' in Kyïv in 
Novemberr 1997. See also Smith & Wilson (1997). 
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too the impenetrable nature of the local state bureaucracy, I was unable to check whether 
thesee societies were registered at the juridical department, and, thus, whether they 
officiallyy existed at all. However, whatever their obscure and (possibly) ephemeral 
character,, their number has grown the last few years as two of the societies were recently 
established,, the Russkaia obshchina Kyiva (Russian Community of Kyi'v) and the 
ObshchestvoObshchestvo russkogo yazyka (Society of the Russian Language). The chairman of the 
former,, K.V. Shurov, labeled his organization pravozashchitnoi (for the 
defense/protectionn of rights), and indeed struck me as particularly active in standing up 
forr the cultural interests of the Russian (-speaking) population. He showed me several 
exampless of petitions of parents who demanded that Russian classes be opened for their 
children,, and disclosed that he regularly staged demonstrations in front of the city 
administrationn building to protest against the closing of Russian schools (Shurov, 1997, 
interview).. Despite the minimal turnout of some 25 people each time (I was present at 
onee of these demonstrations, on 1 October 1998), the local media covered these actions, 
givingg the society the opportunity to voice its grievances. One of these complaints 
pertainedd to the aforementioned rule that provided for the opening of Ukrainian, Crimean 
Tatar,, Hebrew and other small minority language classes upon the receipt of eight to ten 
parentall  requests, while failing to specify any number for a request to open Russian 
classess (Kyïvskie Vedomosti, 2 October 1997).141 Though still insignificant, these signs of 
protestt could very well mark the beginning of a rallying of Kyi'van Russians and Russian 
speakerss round cultural themes. 

Thee Russians in L'viv were the first to organize themselves culturally. In 1988 
theyy had already established the Pushkin Society, and two years later they managed to 
accommodatee it in an old building in the center of town (Alekseev et al., 1998). In 1998 it 
wass still the only Russian cultural association in the whole of Ukraine that had its own 
housing.. With its alleged 1,500 membership, which also included collective members, it 
wass also one of the largest of the country. According to Valeri Provozin, a professor of art 
historyy and chairman of the organization at the time of the interview, the Pushkin Society 
consciouslyy refrained from becoming (too) involved in politics so as not to risk a 
confrontationn with the local authorities or provoke right-wing nationalist groups, such as 
UNSOO activists, who have repeatedly attacked the society's premises in the past few 
years.. The society considered the maintenance of a library, the publication of a monthly 
periodical,, the organization of congresses and meetings, and the staging of theater, music 
andd literary performances as its main tasks (Provozin, 1997, interview). 

Inn addition to the Pushkin Society, the premises housed eight other Russian 
societies.. These included societies varying from a Russian youth center, a club for 
journalists,, an organization standing up for the interests of the Russian (-speaking) 
populationn with close ties to the communist and socialist parties, to an association which 
wass specifically concerned with the preservation of Russian-language education in the 
L'vi vv oblast.142 Seven of these societies, moreover, coordinated their actions in weekly 
meetingss (in the so-called Koordinatsionnyi sovei). This gave the author the impression 

Inn an (unfortunately unknown) issue of Den' one of these demonstrations was even front-page news. 
1422 These associations were found to be registered at the juridical department of the L'viv Oblast 
Administrationn in November 1997. 
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thatt the Russian community in L'viv was much better organized than their Kyi'van 
counterparts.. In support of this perception, Provozin argued that the stabilization of the 
numberr of Russian schools (remaining at a total of five in 1998-99), as compared to the 
ongoingg decline in Kyi'v, is the crowning glory of the Russian cultural societies, providing 
ass they did for a vibrant community life (Den', 25 September 1998). 

Accordingg to a directory of officially registered NGOs in Ukraine, the Russian (-
speakers)) of Donets'k have just one organization specifically promoting their cultural 
interests,, while those in Odesa have none whatsoever.143 Moreover, in Donets'k only 
politicall  parties championed the cultural cause of the Russian diaspora.144 When 
interviewedd by the author, conversation partners in these cities almost unanimously 
declaredd that Russians and Russophone Ukrainians generally did not feel the need to 
establishh cultural societies as the dominant position of the Russian culture and language 
wass not perceived to be endangered. 

Takenn together, the data from the four cities lead one to believe that a specific 
culturalcultural mobilization of Russians and/or Russian speakers only occurs when their 
languagee and culture are threatened by a particular linguistic environment and/or the local 
policyy of a city. Interestingly, the case of L'viv suggests that such a threat is causing the 
locall  Russian community to split into a group opting for assimilation (the Russians in 
mixedd Russian-Ukrainian families) and a group ever more tenaciously holding onto their 
languagee and culture through the establishment of cultural associations. 

7.55 Linguistic and Political Response: a One or Two Dimensional Model? 

Itt is of course tempting to presume a strong correlation between a group's political 
responsee and its cultural reaction, with linguistic assimilation being a likely component of 
Bremmer'ss political response of integration and language retention an almost certain 
ingredientt of Bremmer's exit option (for Bremmer's typology of political responses, see 
thee introductory chapter). Yet, to conceive a group's options in this one-dimensional way 
iss open to doubt. For instance, one can more than likely find minority groups combining 
languagee preservation with political accommodation to the new state. For this reason, 
Kolstoee (1996) recognizes both a political and a cultural dimension to the adaptation 
processs of the Russian minorities in the Soviet successor states. Describing the possible 
identityy trajectories of this Russian diaspora, he proposes four political and three cultural 
options,, which he plots in a two-dimensional matrix. The introductory chapter already 
mentionedd the three cultural options : (1) identification with the dominant culture in the 
externall  homeland (i.e. Russia); (2) development of a new but still basically Russian self-
understanding;; (3) identification with the dominant culture in the state of residence (i.e. 

1433 Doviknyk neuriadovykh organizatsii Ukrainy (1998). I would like to thank John O'Loughlin for 
providingg me with this directory. Remarkably, the directory lists just three Russian cultural societies for 
L'viv,, instead of the nine found above. This mismatch casts doubt upon the completeness of the directory 
andd on the reliability of data provided by the L'viv juridical department. As to the former, O'Loughlin 
concedess that it is unclear "precisely how representative the directory data are." (O'Loughlin and Bell, 
1999,, p. 246). Unfortunately, the lack of reliable, exhaustive and non-contradictory data is one of the 
symptomss of the economic crisis and administrative chaos in contemporary Ukraine. 
1444 For a good overview of political life in the Donbas region, see Smith & Wilson (1997). 
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thee new nationalizing state). The four political choices are: (1) loyalty towards the 
historicall  boundaries of the Russian state up to and including attempts to resurrect it; (2) 
loyaltyy towards the present and much reduced Russian state, the Russian Federation; (3) 
aspirationss for the creation of a new nation-state; (4) loyalty towards the nationalizing 
statee of residence (ibid. p. 613). The fact that Kolstoe speaks about cultural options in 
termss of identity choices and not types of linguistic conduct—as we do—does not 
diminishh the suitability of his model for current purposes as identity choice and linguistic 
behaviorr are likely to be strongly related (as the introductory chapter suggested). This 
sectionn wil l explore whether linguistic responses are somehow related to political 
reactions.. If the two types of responses are indeed strongly correlated, the validity of the 
two-dimensionall  model can be called into question. To my knowledge, scholars have not 
yett linked the cultural-linguistic responses of the Russian diaspora to their political 
reactions,, despite the numerous works discussing the effect of nationality and language 
onn political attitudes. 

Thee reader is reminded that the following analysis is based on the results of the 
smalll  follow-up survey. Therefore, the conclusions are tentative and indicative at best. 
Moreover,, the survey only asked about attitudes. These opinions may not reflect political 
responsess (i.e. actual behavior), as people do not necessarily vote for the party or 
candidatee that expresses their (reported) opinions. In addition, the analysis is confined to 
Russiann parents as Ukrainians and mixed couples were not surveyed. It further has to be 
notedd that the tables below present the aggregate data of the four cities of this research 
only.. Thus, the data are not representative of the population of Ukraine's Russians as a 
whole. . 

Russiann parents who sent their children to Russian classes do not differ 
substantiallyy from those with children in Ukrainian classes in their opinions on the 
politicall  status of Ukraine (see Table 7.15). Although the proportion among the former 
assertingg that Ukraine should remain an independent state is slightly lower than that of 
thee latter (49.3% to 54.1% respectively), the percentage among the latter arguing that 
Ukrainee should fully unite with Russia is higher than that of the former (18.0% to 4.5% 
respectively).. These results suggest that there may indeed be two dimensions to the 
habituationn process of the Russians, with their cultural-linguistic response relatively 
unrelatedd to their political reply. 

Onn the question of the status of the Russian language, the language of instruction 
groupss do vary, although the percentage differences are only small (see Table 7.16).145 As 
wee can see, the share of parents with Russian-instructed children who feel that Russian 
shouldd become the second state language in Ukraine is slightly higher than that of parents 
withh children in Ukrainian classes (71.2% to 64.6%), and the share of the former thinking 
thatt Ukrainian should be the sole state language is slightly lower than that of the latter. 
Thee results on this question thus show a small correlation: parents with children in 

Thee issue of the official status of Russian is not necessarily linked to the question of state loyalty because 
Russianss who favor the institution of Russian as a second state language may still be ardent supporters of 
Ukrainiann independence. As such, the language issue need not be connected to the four political responses 
outlinedd above. However, the demand for the institution of Russian as a second state language does imply a 
demandd for official recognition of the separate identity of Russian speakers, which indicates that integration 
in—and,, related to it, loyalty towards— the host society is not pursued at all costs. 
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Russiann classes are more likely to demand some official status for Russian than parents 
withh children in Ukrainian classes. 

Thee impression from Table 7.16 that the linguistic response and the political 
reactionn are, after all, interrelated is reinforced by the results of the last two tables. In 
Tablee 7.17 we see a clear contrast between the parents who said they never speak 
Ukrainiann to their children and those who stated they seldom do (due to an insufficient 
numberr of respondents, the other categories were left out). The former are much less 
supportivee of the statement that Ukraine should remain an independent state than the 
latterr (42.5% to 62.5%, respectively). As to the status of Russian, the difference between 
thee two groups is not as large, but nonetheless substantial: 74.0% of the parents who 
neverr speak Ukrainian to their children think that Russian should become the second state 
languagee as opposed to 61.1% of those who seldom speak Ukrainian to their offspring 
(seee Table 7.18).146 

Givenn that three of the four tables indeed show a correlation between linguistic 
andd political responses, one could doubt whether the two-dimensional model has any 
basiss in reality. Yet, the correlation was not particularly strong in any of the three tables. 
Inn other words, there were still many Russian parents sending their children to Russian 
classess (or never speaking Ukrainian to their children) who expressed support for 
prolongedd Ukrainian independence. Moreover, as already mentioned, the evidence this 
surveyy produced was only scant because of the small number of respondents and the fact 
thatt the sample of Russian parents is not representative of the Russian population at large. 
Muchh more research is required to make final conclusions about the applicability of 
Kolstoe'ss model. 

Tablee 7.15 Russian Parents by Language of Instruction of their Children and Opinion on 
thee Political Status of Ukraine (in percentages and absolute numbers) 

Ukrainee should remain Ukraine should unite Ukraine should fully 
ann independent state with Russia, but retain unite with Russia 

aa degree of autonomy 
Ukrainiann class ~54/l% (33) 27.9% (17) " 18.0% (11) 
Russiann class 49.3% (33) 46.3% (31) 4.5% (3) 

1466 These tables (7.17 and 7.18) show Russian parents by the extent to which they speak Ukrainian to their 
children.. Since it can be expected that parents who never speak Ukrainian to their children can 
disproportionatelyy be found in Kyi'v, Odesa and Donets'k and parents who seldom speak Ukrainian are 
over-representedd in L'viv, one could argue that the correlation between linguistic and political response is 
spurious,, with region being the underlying explanatory variable. However, a regional breakdown of the 
surveyy data revealed that there were Russian parents in Kyi'v and Odesa claiming they seldom spoke 
Ukrainiann to their children (in Kyi'v as many as those claiming they never spoke Ukrainian). This group of 
parents,, moreover, contrasted strongly in their political attitudes with those parents who said they never 
spokee Ukrainian to their children, in both cities. Thus, the correlation between linguistic and political 
responsee still stands when region is controlled for. 
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Tablee 7.16 Russian Parents by Language of Instruction of their Children and Opinion on 
thee Status of the Russian Language (in percentages and absolute numbers) 

Russiann should become Ukrainian should be the Ukrainian should be the 
thee second state state language, but only state language in 
languagee in Ukraine Russian should have a Ukraine 

recognizedd official status 
Ukrainiann class 
Russiann class 

64.6%% (42) 
71.2%% (52) 

29.2%% (19) 
26.0%% (19) 

6.2%% (4) 
2.7%% (2) 

Tablee 7.17 Russian Parents by the Language They Speak to their Children and Opinion 
onn the Political Status of Ukraine (in percentages and absolute numbers) 

Howw often do you 
speakk Ukrainian to 
yourr children? 
Never r 
Seldom m 

Ukrainee should remain 
ann independent state 

42.5%% (31) 
62.5%% (30) 

Ukrainee should unite with 
Russia,, but retain a 
degreee of autonomy 

42.5%% (31) 
31.3%% (15) 

Ukrainee should fully 
unitee with Russia 

15.1%% (11) 
6.3%% (3) 

Tablee 7.18 Russian Parents by Language They Speak to their Children and Opinion on 
thee Status of the Russian Language (in percentages and absolute numbers) 

Howw often do you 
speakk Ukrainian to 
yourr children? 
Never r 
Seldom m 

Russiann should become 
thee second state 
languagee in Ukraine 

74.0%% (57) 
61.1%% (33) 

Ukrainiann should be the 
statee language, but 
Russiann should have a 
recognizedd official status 

22.1%% (17) 
37.0%% (20) 

Ukrainiann should be 
thee only state 
languagee in Ukraine 

3.9%% (3) 
1.9%% (1) 

7.67.6 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter introduced three concepts to classify the linguistic response of the Russians 
andd Russian-speaking Ukrainians in the four cities of this research project: (1) language 
retention,, (2) language integration, and (3) assimilation. The language of instruction in 
schools,, the language parents speak to their children and the linguistic behavior of the 
respondentss themselves were used as indicators for these concepts. The survey data from 
schooll  pupils showed that the Russians opted for language retention in Donets'k and 
Odesa,, and for language integration in Kyi'v. In L'viv a distinction had to be made 
betweenn the Russians in mixed families who could be said to have assimilated, and the 
Russianss in purely Russian couples who seem to have opted for language retention. 

Thee pattern of responses of Russophone Ukrainians echoed that of the purely 
Russiann families on all indicators. The only difference was found in L'viv where 
Russophonee Ukrainians sent their children to Ukrainian schools in majority numbers, 
unlikee Russian families. Given the similarity of the patterns of responses, these findings 
seemm to suggest that Russian families and Russophone Ukrainians have developed new 
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commonn identities in three of the four surveyed cities, provided that linguistic responses 
aree indeed an accurate reflection of new evolving identities. While both groups would 
seemm to acquire (or have already acquired) a distinct Russophone identity in Odesa and 
Donets'k,, they both seem to drift towards a Ukrainian (-speaking) identity in Kyi'v (that 
is,, if their response in this city—language integration—can indeed be regarded as a 
transitionall  phase). It is only in L'viv that their identity trajectories seem to go in different 
directions.. Taken as a whole, these data indicate that the language spoken at home is an 
importantt determinant of both linguistic reaction and identity development (insofar as the 
formerr is a valid indicator of the latter) 

Thee analysis of independent variables disclosed that a combination of the ethnic 
proportionn and mixed marriages variables could best account for the overall set of 
responsess (of both Russians and Russophone Ukrainians). It was argued that the pattern 
off  responses was more in line with the predicted outcome of the opportunity 
interpretationn of national and local policy than with that of the grievance interpretation of 
thiss variable. It was further suggested that a fear of cultural loss prompted Russian 
familiess in L'viv to opt for language retention, a response that could not be accounted for 
byy the aforementioned combination of variables. An examination of the results of a small 
follow-upp survey among Russian parents confirmed that Russian families in L'viv could 
welll  be motivated in the school choice for their children primarily by a desire to preserve 
theirr own culture and language. 

Inn the fourth section it was observed that a specific cultural mobilization of 
Russianss and/or Russian speakers only seems to occur when their language and culture 
aree threatened by a particular linguistic environment and/or the local policy of a city. The 
casee of L'viv suggests that such a threat has caused the local Russian community to split 
intoo a group opting for assimilation (the Russians in mixed Russian-Ukrainian families) 
andd a group ever more tenaciously holding onto their language and culture through the 
establishmentt of cultural associations. 

Thee last section sought to test the empirical validity of Kolstoe's two-dimensional 
modell  (Kolstoe identified both a political and a cultural dimension to the adjustment 
processs of the Russian diaspora). The results from the small follow-up survey showed 
thatt the linguistic response and the political reaction were to some extent interrelated. 
Thiss led to the conclusion that it is doubtful whether the two-dimensional model has any 
basiss in reality. Yet, this conclusion was at best tentative as the correlation between the 
twoo responses was not particularly strong, the number of respondents in the survey was 
insufficientt and the sample of Russian parents was not representative of the Russian 
populationn at large. 
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